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^¦5 to -12 TonightContinued Cold
Tuesday

Auto Service
Bargains Listed In
Classified Section

No Air Raids on Reds;
Some Ground Fighting

FATAL SMASHUP . . . Three persons . Donald Olejar, 29; Robert Lester, 32, and
died in this car and two in another when the Richard Sobon, 31, all Minneapolis, in this
two vehicles collided on slippery Minn. 55
car, and Mrs. Elizabeth Daly, 35, Brooklyn
west of Buffalo, Minn., on Sunday, The
Center, and her daughter Ann, 5, in the other
highway patrol said the front of the other
auto. (AP Photofax)
car collided with side of this auto. Dead are

Five Dead in ALL-TIME CHRISTMAS HIGH
Highway Deaths
Collision at
Buffalo. Minn Set New Mark

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) — For the third straight
day, the United States kept its
planes out of North Viet Nam's
skies today, but U.S. Marines
killed 63 Viet Cong in ground
skirmishes after a short, interrupted Christmas truce.
The Marines reported strikes
against the Communists during
patrols around the big U.S. air
base at Da Nang, 380 miles
northeast of Saigon. The Ameri-

cans reported taking light cas- tillery support, tanks and armed
ualties.
helicopters. When the brief encounter was over they counted
A squad of Leathernecks the bodies of 41
Communists.
pounced on about 40 Viet Cong,
killing 15 at a hamlet called Marines, in other scattered
actions against the Reds, reQuang Ha No. 1.
Two hours later a Marine pla- ported killing seven Viet Cong
toon near Quang Ha No. 2, about during the day.
two miles southward, was at- Air attacks were made only
tacked by 75 Viet Cong su-med on suspected Viet Cong concentrations in South Viet Nam, US.
with automatic weapons.
The Americans called in ar- spokesmen said. Ground action

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS By TBE ASSOCIATED PRESS have been kept. Louisiana's suTwo oncoming cars smashed The nation's three-day Christ- perintendent of public safety,
together near Buffalo on Minn. mas traffic death toll broke all Thomas Burbanks, said that
65, made treacherously slippery records for holiday fatalities on state's 32 was the worst toll
'since state police began keepby n*w snow, killing five per- the highwasy.
sons and injuring three others The death toll reached 707 to- ing records 25 years ago.
Sunday.
day as late reports were veri- Rain, sleet, snow and freezing
Two other persons were fatal- fied. Tlie previous record traf- temperatures over much of the
ly injured on Minnesota's slick fic toll was.706 for a four-day nation added to the ' expected
roads Sunday. Another death Christmasweekend in 1956.
hazards of long-distance travel,
was reported out of state.
minimum daylight and roads
Before
the
holiday,
tihe
NationAlthough there were no fataljammed with cars.
al
Safety
Council
had
estimated
ities Christmas Day, the state
counted 12 traffic deaths for the deaths would run between 560 The Safety Council said 80
million vehicles - were cm the
long holiday period from 6 p.m. and 660.
Thursday to 12:01 a.m. today. The toll included records in a road during the 78-hour period,
The 1965 highway fatality toll number of individual states. In which started at 6 p.m. Thursrose to 833, compared with 830 Ohio, the state safety director, day and ended at midnight Sima year ago today and a. record Warren C. Nelson, said the 49 day night.
deaths made the highest toll for Several accidents accounted
844 for all of last year.
in 11)55- and per- for dozens of deaths.
The Highway Patrol aaid Don* any weekend
haps-the highest smce records Shortly after the start of the
aid A. Olejar, 29; Robert C.
holiday period, a bus traveling
Lester, 32, and Richard M. Soon icy pavement in Oregon
bon, 31, died in the wreckage
skidded out af control, crashed
A WHITE AND WET OBBUSTftAS . . . Snow covers
of a car driven by Olejar in the
and ttirh^ over. Tiie sMdOlt
accident four miles west of Bufstaled
automobiles*- Saturday as firemen begin to evacuate
Thursday took 13 lives.
falo.
Thi next Amy. mtLy emihi residents from aome 80> hdmes in Markham, 111.., a suburb
Mrs. Elizabeth Ana Daly, J5,
died when a car skidded <Jut of southwest of.. Chicago. Boats were used after heavy rainBrooklyn Center, died ifl ibe
control on an ice-coated bridge
other car and ter daughter Ann
in eastern Oklahoma. Five perElizabeth, 5, died at Buffalo
sons died Sunday on a snowy
Memorial Hospital.
road near Buffalo , Minn. Seven
Hospitalized at North Memorpersons were killed ia a colliial Hospital, Robbinedale, were
sion west of Sublette, Kan., SunMrs. Daly's husband, Daniel T.,
day.
39, and their two other children, By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Mary, 4, and John, 1.
The northwestern part of the
NEW YORK (AP)-Woodrow
Join was listed in critical nation braced, for a major storm
Leone, 47, driving his t r u c k
condition today and the other today as gale warnings were
across the George Washington
two in poor condition.
posted from the northern CaliBridge, looked in the mirror
The Highway Patrol said the fornia coast north to -Puget
WASHINGTON (AP) - Huand saw ah airplane.
Olejar car collided broadside Sound.
bert H. Humphrey wings toward
with the front of the Daly ve- Winds as high as 52 miles per
A moment later the wingtip of the Far East today on his first
hicle on the straight stretch of hour have been reported at Cape
the small plane, carrying two major o-verseas trip as vice
two-lane highway.
men, nicked Leone's truck and president.
Mendocino, Calif.
Daly, a Spanish teacher at The U.S. Weather Bureau exlanded in the middle of the
The week-long Asian journey
Cooper High School in New pected heavy rains to fall over UNIONTOWN, Pa. (AP) — A bridge. The two occupants of to the Philippines, Japan, South
Hope, was taking bis family for the Oregon and Washington young mother and her four chil- the plane walked away with mia visit to his parents' home near coasts and over much of Califor- dren died early today in a fire nor injuries. Leone, from GutGraceville. Lester, a father of nia as the storm moved inland. that swept their four-room tenberg, N.J., was unhurt.
six, was reported by a friend Heavy snow has been fore- home two miles east of UnionThe pilot, Phillip IppoUto, 19,
to have gone with Olejar and cast for the Cascade Mountains town.
of
the Bronx, told police he was
Firemen
said
Martha
Mrs.
Sobon on an ice-fishing expedi- and the mountains of nortuern
going to land the single-engine
Garrison,
about
22,
and
the
chiltion near Annandale.
California. The snow was exMrs. Ruby Grinley, 58, wife pected to spread eastward rap- dren were asleep. Their bodies plane in the Hudson River after
the engine failed. But his pasof a Grand Rapids physician, idly and reach the northern were found in two beds.
was killed Sunday when two Rocky Mountains later in the The father, Homer, about 26, senger, Joseph Brennan, 39, of
cars collided on slippery U.S. day.
first dashed from the house, Efackensack, N.J., told IppoUto SUBLETTE, Kan. (AP)-Seven persons were killed and sev169 near Onamia.
Cold wave warnings remained then tried to get back in to res- he couldn't swim.
Hospitalized at Onamia were in effect today in the Midwest cue his family, police said. He The damaged plane veered off en others injured Sunday afterthe drivers, Dr. Andrew V. from Canada to northwestern was admitted to a hospital with tbe truck and came to rest in noon near this rural southwestthe two center lanes of the giant
Grinley, 60, and James C. De- Missouri and Kansas.
burns.
Vali, 55, of Crystal, and De- Cold winds over the weekend Firemen said the blaze appar- bridge, which connects New ern Kansas town when their
Vali's passenger, Lawrence 0. dropped the mercury in Phila- ently was started by the explo- York City with New Jersey. The autos collided at an intersection.
Hagen, 23, Minneapolis.
delphia from a high Saturday oi sion of an oil stove in the living lanes were not being used beHighway patrol trooper Gail
cause
of
the
light
Sunday
mornKenneth Robert Markle, 35, 61 to 30 Sunday morning.
room.
Rathbun said Lawrence Blakeing traffic.
Duluth, died Sunday when bis
ly, 24, of Dodge City, Kan., was
car and another collided on
driving west on U.S. 56. BlakeHospislick Minn. 23 in Duluth.
ly, his wife Dana, 22, and her
talized were occupants of uie
sister Pauline, 27, and her husJugaother car, driver John W.
sek, 22, and his brother Richard,
24, both of Duluth.

Major Storm
Forecast for
Far Northwest
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also was reported in low key for
the past 24 hours.
Beyond confirming the suspension of the aerial war which
steadily had been closing in on
the Hanoi-Haiphong Industrial
belt, U.S. officials in Saigon said
only that the orders came from
Washington.

Ho Chi Minh's regime to come
to the peace table. U.S. officials
declined to guess how long the
lull would last.
In the south, U.S. casualty
lists grew.
A U.S. Army truck carrying
soldiers of the U.S. 1st Infantry
Division hit a mine 30 miles
This raised speculation that north of Saigon. Casualties were
the pause was a new invitation reported heavy.
to North Vietnamese President The Viet Cong detonated a
mine at a government troop
barracks at Sa Dec, 70 miles
southwest of Saigon, just as two
Vietnamese platoons were starting tbe work day.
"It killed er hurt a lot cf soldiers," a U.S. Army officer
said.
AJI adjacent compound for
American advisers escaped . the
force of the explosion. A second
mine was found and disarmed.
Twenty miles southwest of the
barracks, a Communist mine
blew up a Jeep, killing two
American soldiers and an
American civilian.
The Air Force raised its toll of
losses to Communist missile fire
over North Viet Nam to 10
planes. A spokesman said an FMC Phantom jet downed during
an assault on the Bac Cau
bridge 85 miles north of Hanoi
Dec. 19 had been hit by a Sovietbuilt surface-to-air missile. The
pilot was rescued.

Some military eommanden
were reported concerned by the
patise in air attacks since they
felt it gave the Communists a
chance to step up the movement
of men and supplies toward ths
Chi Minh Trail leading to th?
storm flooded streets and many residents were without dac- Ho
sowflu. 7
trlcal power and telephone service. Rain turned to snow7a_Rer
Uo word came from President
temperature dropped. (AP Photofax)
Johnson at his Texas ranch, but
he reportedly still retained a
glimmer of hope the fighting
would not return to its preCbristmas ferocity. The air
pause was seen at evidence
Johnson was waiting for soma
peace sign from Hanoi.
"U.S. officials said the State
Department had instructed the
military command to extend the
trace as long as possible. But
even as the instructions arrived
Korea and Nationalist China help strengthen Humphrey's the Viet Cong had already bromay be largely ceremonial. But image at home, as it did for ken the cease-fire with a rash of
the war in Viet Nam, Humphrey Richard M. Nixon and Lyndon incidents, V. S. spokesmen said.
says, will be a prime topic in B. Johnson.
American headquarters sent
his private talks with leaders of
Although Johnson traveled to out orders to all units at 4 a.m.
the four friendly governments.
The foreign travel may also 28 countries when he was vice Sunday to resume normal operpresident, Humphrey's m o s t ations, thereby sealing the end
talked-about trip was the one he of the truce.
didn't make — when Johnson Viet Cong attacks during the
sent Chief Justice Earl Warren truce killed at least a dozen
instead ot the vice president to Americans and up to 50 South
represent the United States at Vietnamese troops, U.S. spokesSir Winston Churchill's funeral. men said. Many others were
Generally, Humphrey has wounded.
been kept on a short tether, laDuring the 30 - hour allied
band, James Simmons, 25, and boring as liaison between the truce period, which ended at
their son, Todd Simmons. 8 White House and Congress and midnight Saturday, there were
months, were only six miles giving speeches within the Unit- 84 incidents instigated by the
from the Ferd Gales home in ed States.
Communists, a U. S. spokesman
Satanta where they were to
Coincidentally or otherwise, said. This included 20 violations
have a holiday dinner.
the White House announced the in the first six hours of the
Traveling north on U.S. 83, plans for Humphrey's Asian tri p truce.
Rathbun said, was Mrs. Dora after a public opinion poll whose
G. Saldiver, 27, seven of her findings apparently surprised There was at least one TJ. S.
children and her mother, Mrs. Humphrey's staff. Johnson said violation. An artillery unit of the
Sabena Gonzales, 57.
he had selected Humphrey as 1st Cavalry, Airmobile, DivThe Saldlvers only recently his No. 2 man because he was ision continued firing for four
had moved to Leoti in south- equipped to be a good president . hours after the start of the truce
western Kansas from Post, But the recent poll showed that Friday night. "We simply did
Tex. The-y had heen to Texas for the majority of people sampled not get any official word from
a brief holiday visit and as they was not as sold on Humphrey as division headquarters," the
unit commander said,
approached t h e intersection Johnson said he was.
Vatican officials said Pope
tliey were less than two hours
To accompany Humphrey to Paul VI probably would make
or about 70 miles south of their
the Far East, Johnson is send- new appeals to both sides to end
new Kansas home.
The intersection was marked ing one of his own closest advis- the fighting. They said the ponby stop signs on U.S. 66 where ers, presidential aide Jack Val- tiff was concerned and disappointed over the collapse of the
it crossed the north-south U.S. enti.
Route 83. The roads were dry
Humphrey said Sunday on the coase-fire.
and clear.
Mutual Broadcasting System's
Killed were Blakely's wife , "Reporters' Round-Up" that
and the three members of the "as a vice president sir, you are
Simmons family; Mrs. Gonzales, not supposed to be at the front
and two of the Saldiver chil- of the stage. I consider my role
dren, Nettie , 4 and one-year-old to be one of working with the
Cindy.
President , working within the
government and then to take the
(AP)-It
policies of the government out KENYON, Minn.
was
visions
of
peppermint—not
to the people to explain as best I
sugarplums — That danced
can, as to how this government through the head of an elderly
Is attempting to fulfill its re- Kenyon resident this Christmas,
sponsibilities on the world and the dream came true.
scene."
A deluge of candy was showerTWO RIVERS I-n - An unHumphrey will return to
known Scrooge chopped down Washington , Jan. 2, eight days ed on the Kenyon Sunset Home
Two Rivers' 30-foot-high lake- beforo Congress returns to for 85-year-old J-Jiels Bollum
flasmussen, otherwise known as
side Christmas tree on Christ- work.
"the Peppermint Kid."
mas morning.
The Humphrey party, includ- Little was known of RasmusThe tall blue spruce was
found on the Lake Michigan ing Mrs. Humphrey and the vice sen, other than the sweet tooth
brought hla knlcknamo,
beach, many of its 500 colored president's youngest son , Doug- that
¦when The Associated Press dislass,
18,
leave
Andrews
Air
lights and decorations smashed
Force Base at midaftemoon, tributed a story about him In
when it was toppled.
October.
'
Tho tree s lights had been stop off at Elmendorf Air Force
seen until at least 1:30 a.m., Base, Anchorage, Alaska, to A native of Denmark, he had
but pol ice said someone sawed refuel , and then head straight llvad at the home for about two
down tiie tree at its base be- out across the Pacific for To- years — and appeared to be
tween then and dawn.
kyo.
i without friends or relatives,

Humphrey Party Starts
Week-Long Asian Trip
7 Killed in

Kansas Crash

East Germans
Kill Man Trying
To Flee lo Wesl

At Macon, Ga., Anthony W.
Johnson, 21, a student at Hamline University in St. Paul, died
Friday of injuries he suffered in
a crash that took the life of his
brother Bruce, 12.
The boys were sons of Lt. Col.
Donald W. Johnson of Robins Air
Force Base and formerly of
WUImar, Minn.
A third brother, Timothy, 19,
also a Hamline student, suffer
ed minor injuries In the two-car
collision near Macon Wednesday.

BERLIN (AP)-West Berliners returning from Christmas
reunions in East Berlin watched
in horror as East G e r m a n
guards killed at least one man
as he tried to take would-be
refugees through the Communist wall.
West German officers safd
four persons in a car got caujht
in a blazing crossfire from submachlneguns an hour after midnight Christmas when the driver
tried to zig-zag through the obstacle path at the crossing point
into West Berlin.

WEATHER
FEDERAL. FORECAST
TONONA AND VICINITY Mostly fair and colder tonight
with low of 5 to 12 below. Increasing cloudiness Tuesday
and continued very cold with
high of 2 to 8 above. Northerly
winds diminishing by tonight
LOCA1L WEATHER
Official observations for the
Sun2* hours ending »t 12 m.
day .*
„.
Maximum, 34; minimum, 20;
none.
noon, 26; precipitation , for
the
Official observations
24 hours ending at 12 ra. today :
Maximum, 33; minimum, e;
noon, 8; precipitation, trace.

TRAFFIC STOPPER . . . Police officers
peer into tlie cockpit of « single-engine private plane that ,made an emergency landing
on the George Washington Bridge Sunday.
Tba bridge, whichspansthe Hudson River between New Jersey add Mow York City, was
chdeanas the landingsite by pilot Phillip lp-

polito of New York*City, when his passenger
told him he could not swim. The two men
suffered only minor injuries. The plane made
its binding in the center two lanes of the eightlane span. New Jersey is ln the background.
(AP Photofax)

The driver was killed and a
second man was either killed or
seriously wounded, Western authorities said. It was not known
if a third man and n woman ln
the car also were hit.
Since the wall was temporarily opened Dec. 18 for Christmas
v(si(s, 434,580 West Berliners
have crossed to see relatives in
East B-erlin, The wall will stay
open for visits through Jon. 2.

Scrooge Cuts
Down Giant Tree

Friends Recall
'Peppermint' Kid
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Woman Dies
Of Injuries;
Struck by Car

PLAINVIEW , Minn. (Special)
Miss Gusta Stephan , 80, died
Sunday in St. Marys Hospital ,
Rochester, from injuries received when she was struck by a
car at a pedestrian crossing in
Plainview about 7:15 p.m. last
Monday.
Gusta and her sister , Anna ,
82, were struck in the East
Broadway crosswalk by a vehicle driven by David Walch, 18,
rural Plainview , who was traveling west, according to a village
police officer. He applied his
brakes some distance ahead of
the crosswalk but was unable to
stop in time to avoid hitting the
women, officers said.
THE HIGHWAY patrol assisted in the investigation. The
Plainview fire department rescue squad was called and assisted with first aid and ,placing the
women in the ambulance.
Gusta was critically injured
with a fracture of the right leg
and pelvis and internal injuries.
Anna received a fracture of the
right leg and pelvis and multiple bruises. She is still in the
hospital and listed as in satisfactory condition .
Gusta was torn March 30,
1885, at Plainview to August and
Emelia Conrad Stephan. She
and Anna operated a hat shop in
Ada a number of years but
lave spent the rest of their lives
in Plainview.
Survivors are: Three sisters,
Anna, Ava and Mrs. Anthony
<Edith) Manow, Plainview, and
several nieces and nephews.
FUNERAL services will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Imnfaiiuel Lutheran Church, the Rev.
R. W. Riese officiating. Burial
will be in Greenwood Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Dover
Blackburn, John Schafer , Robert Stephan Jr. , Dr. James Heil)ert , John Welti and Oren MatIOW .
Johnson-Schriver F u n e r a l
Home is in charge of arrangements. The casket will not be
opened .

Single Accident
On City Streets

A two-car collision Sunday at
1:39 a.m. at Sioux and West
Wabasha streets was the only
traffic mishap reported over
the weekend, according to police.
Donald E. Wise, La Crosse,
was driving north on Sioux
Street ; Roger L. Munson, 1026
Gilmore Ave., was driving west
on Wabasha Street, according to
the police report.
"^ITY ACtiibENT BOXSCORE
—To Date—
1965
19S4
Deaths ....
6
1
460
487
Accidents .
192
Injuries ...
185
Property
Damage $187,752 $107,46*
Damage was $150 to the left
side of the Munson car and $75
to the left front of tbe Wise vehicle. Patrolmen Byron Hock
and Sylvester J. Rotering investigated.

Woman Injured
In Ettrick Crash

ETTRICK , Wis. (Special)—A
Melrose woman received an injury to her forehead when the
car her husband was driving hit
a milk truck here Sunday at 9
a.m.
Mrs. Harvey Zemple 's head
hit the rear view mirror and
was taken to a doctor at Galesville by John Briggs, Ettrick
marshal. She was treated and
released.
Mr. and Mrs. temple and
their two children were driving
north on Main Street in Ettrick , en route to visit relatives
at Fall Creek. A milk truck
owned by Arvid Bry lm and driven by John Twesme was ahead
of tliem. Twesme turned light
at the corner near the Sinclair
filling station , and the Zemple
car struck the right front of the
truck.
Zemple told Maurice Scow ,
Trempealeau County traffic officer , that he didn 't see a right
signal light on the truck.
Damage to the vehicles was
slight , according to a report
from the sheriff' s office at
Whitehall. Tho Zemp les continued oti to Fall Creek .

Below Zero Weather
Predicted for Tonight

Winter, a week behind the
calendar, arrived in Winona today when a cold wave sent the
thermometer down to 5 in the
city and near 2er© in neaH>y
rural areas.
It was the coldest weather
since last March 27 when the
thermometer dipped to 0. Previous low this fall was 11 on
Dec. 19.

MOSTLY fair and colder tonight is the forecast for Southeastern Minnesota and Western
Wisconsin with a predicted area
low of 5 to 12 below. Increasing cloudiness and continued
very cold is the forecast for
Tuesday with an afternoon high
^ Northerly winds
of 2 to 8 above.
chilling the area are slated to
diminish tonight.
Occasional enow and warmer
is the outlook for Wednesday.
However, near normal temperatures are predicted for this
area for the next five days with
the extended forecast indicating
normal daytime highs of 22 to
27 after Tuesday and nighttime
lows of 4 to 10.
It'll be cold at the beginning
of the period, says the forecast ,
a little warmer at midweek
and warming likely towards the
end of the week.

IN THE SAME time precipitation is expected to average
.20 to .40 of an inch ( melted) in
snow about midweek and again
Friday and Saturday.
A year ago today the Winona
high was 13 and the low -11.
Three inches of snow lay on the
ground. All-time high for Dec. 27
was 51 in 1936 and the low for
the day -23 in 1872 and 1880.
Mean for the past 24 hours was
19. Normal for the day is 18.
High here Saturday afternoon
was 34. On Sunday the thermometer was up to 33. Low Sunday morning was 20. At noon today the reading was 8:
Northern Minnesota shivered
in far-below zero temperatures.
Bemidji reported a low of -17
and International Falls -16. It
was -11 at Brainerd , -10 at Alexandria, -9 at Hibbing and -7
at St. Cloud.
Rochester just escaped being
in the below zero column with
a low of one above after a Sunday high of 29. At La Crosse
the extremes were 8 above and
34.

But Minnesota's lows were
nothing compared with tbe -38
at Edmonton, Canada.
The coldest weather of the
season also was moving into
WISCONSIN.
Temperatures plummeted to 7

below zero at Superior during
the night as a cold front entered the state in the wake of a
Christmas snowstorm.
The entire state is expected
to feel the effects of the Arctic
blasts tonight.
Some other temperatures Sunday night included Eau Claire ,
aero; Park Falls 2 above , Wausau 3, Lone Rock 9, Madison
10, Beloit-Rockford 11, Green
Bay 14, Milwaukee and Racine
21.
LA CROSSE r e c o r d e d the
state high of 34 degrees Sunday,
one of the few readings above
the freezing mark. Racine had
32, Eau Claire and Milwaukee
30, Lone Rock and Green Bay
29, Burlington and Wausau 28,
Park Falls 27, Superior 26 and
Madison and Beloit-Rockford
25.
National extremes were 71 degrees at Alpine, Tex., and Miami, Fla., and 22 below zero at
Broadus and Lewistown, Mont .
SOME light snow developed
ahead of the cold front that
moved southeastward across the
state. Superior reported about
one inch of new snow, Green
Bay about one-half inch and
lesser amounts fell at Park
Falls and Eau Claire and other
points.

His Christmas Present:
He Could Walk, See Again

By GLEN2V HELGELAND
Daily News Staff Writer
Christinas is a happy, festive
time for most families, and the
John Briscoe family, 119 E.
Broadway, is one of these. But
it could have been different.
Much different.
"Christmas was great," Briscoe said today. "We went to
Portage, Wis., to visit my relatives. My vision is nearly
back to normal, and I only use
canes for walking outside. I
don't use any support walking
around the apartment."
Originally told he would need
five years for recovery, he now
is planning to return to college
for the spring quarter.

BRISCOE , 24. had moved Ms
family to Winona in June to attend Winona State College. He
had been a youth worker at the
Red Wing YMCA when he decided to go back to college and
get a degree to further his
YMCA. career.
Ih September, one week after
fall classes began, he suddenly

Northern Natu ral
Gas Business Up
MINNEAPOLIS un - Northern Natural Gas Co. has asked
the Federal Power Commission
for authority to boost its daily
system capacity by 55 million
cubic feet — including 13.3 million for the "U.S. Steel Corp. taconite plant near Mountain Iron.
The other 41.7 million cubic
feet would be for utilities Northern already serves.
The $17 million expansion program would mean 56 miles of
new pipeline, 39,365 more horsepower to its facilities, a new
at North
compressor plant
Branch and a total daily capacity of about 2.2 billion cubic
i
feet.

Luci Promises
To Finish College
CHICAGO (AP)—Luci Barnes
Johnson 's Christmas present to
her father was a promise that
she would try to finish her education after her marriage to airman Pat Nugent, 22, of Waukegan, 111., next summer, the Chicago Tribune said today.
The Tribune quoted the President's daughter as saying:
"Right now I have every in-

became ill. A strange infection
not fully diagnosed yet, attack-*
ed his nervous system. He became blind and paralyzed from
the chest down.
He was hospitalized first in
Community Memorial Hospital ,
and then transferred to Rochester, Doctors there diagnosed
his illness as being caused by
a virus, but could make no further identification. His was only
the third case of this type they
had examined.
Partial vision returned in
mid • October. At Christmas
time, sight in his right eye was
back to normal, and the left
eye has nearly recovered.
MRS. BRISCOE works at
Community Memorial Hospital
to help pay for her husband's
education and help support an
11-month old child. Now medical costs have been added. "We
had saved some, but the illness
expenses wiped that put,'' Briscoe said.
"Everyone has been great,
both in Winona and Red Wing,"

Caledonian Out
Of Hospital After
Nearly 4 Months

CALEDONIA, Minn.-A Caledonia hotelkeeper , whose wife
died Sept. 5 in a highway collision that claimed three lives,
was released from the hospital
just before Christmas.
Howard Hauser, father of five
children, has been confined to
St. Francis Hospital , La Crosse,
with leg, chest and head injuries
since the crash on Highway 16
just south of La Crosse that
inflicted fatal injuries on his
wife, Janice, 39, and two Sparta youths.
Hauser has been in traction
until recently and is adjusting to
crutches. He will gradua te to a
single crutch , cane, and finally,
full use of his legs.
An area 6-10 inches above the
right knee received multiple
fractures, his surgeon said.
Some of the bone was never
found and bone graft and insertion of a rod in the leg were
necessary. It is expected Hauser will have some restriction
to the right knee for life. He
was semi-conscious for days
after the crash.
The Huuser Hotel ha.s been
operated by employes of Hauser
and one of his daughters , Judy,

tention of getting as much education as possible. You never
know what is going to happen,
and I feel every woman should
be prepared. Besides, 1 like to
study and I love my school." 19
Luci , who is 18. .showed her
engagement ring Sunday as she
and her fiance left St. Bartholomew 's Roman Catholic Church
in Waukegan after attending
noon Mass.

President Johnson often has
expressed a desire tbat botb of
his daughters complete a college
education . Luci, his younger
daughter , will have finished her
freshman year in Georgetown
ACCIDENT CONNECTION
Directions traveled by the ve- University's school of nursing
hicles involved In a two-car col- before she is married.
lision Friday at 4:20 p.m. at
Kansas Street and East BroadCubans Ask for
way were reversed in a story
Police
reNews.
in the Sunday
Political Asylum
ported that a car driven by PaOSAKA, Japan (AP) - The
tricia A. Hocfer , 28, Loa Angeles, wis moving w«st on Broad- captain and three other officers
way and that a car driven by of a Cuban freighter walked into
Sidney R. Fett le , 164V4 E, 4th the U.S. consulate general today
St ., was moving north on Kan- and aske«i for political asylum.
Japanese police told the Kyosas Street when the collision oc'
in
Sunday
s
do
News Service the men were
story
The
curred.
News had these directions re- frightened because their ship
had been ordered to carry
versed.

Accident Driver
Serving 17 Days

A Winona youth who pl eaded
guilty today in municipal court
to leaving the scene of an accident Friday at 10:35 a.m. Is
serving a 17-day jail sentence
in lieu of paying a $50 fine.
David L. Fitzgerald , 20, 550
E. 2nd St., pleaded guilty to a
charge of leaving the scene of
an accident Friday at East
Broadway and Laird Street.
Judge John D. McGill sentenced Fitzgerald to pay a $50
fine or serve 17 days in jail.
The youth had not paid the fine
today at noon .
weapons from Shanghai , in
Communist China , to North Viet
Nam.

he said. "The Winona YMCA has
loaned -me an exercise bicycle,
kids came over last fall and
raked the lawn around the
apartment building, and many
people from the Y have visited."
Briscoe worked as caretaker
of the apartment unit where he
lived in lieu of rent. The apartment owner granted him a
leave of absence from his duties until he is recovered. He
will then get the j ob back.
FRIENDS in Red Wing sent
a Christmas gift of $320. Other
collections were taken at J. C.
Penney store where he worked
when he first lived in Red
Wing, and another, in pennies,
nickels and dimes, is being taken among the children whom
Briscoe supervised in his Y
work at Red Wing.
Faith has played a part in
his unusually rapid recovery.
"We were set to join Central
Lutheran, hut then I got sick,"
he said. Tlie church aid group
also contributed to the Briscoe
Christmas.
Briscoe exercises about one
hour each morning and one
hour each afternoon to regain
muscular coordination in his
legs. "I lay on my back and
try to draw circles in the air.
It's tough," he said. "I don't
think I could have done these
exercises before, but they mean
a little more now."
WHEN HIS reflexes retnrned ,
they really returned . "They are
hyper-active," he said. Told
by doctors that reflexes would
probably never return to his
knees, now his knee reflexes
react so fast that "it surprises"
him.
There is strength , hope and
confidence in John Briscoe and
his family. This, and the kindness of friends and neighbors,
helped make a bright Christ
mas and a brighter future for
him. His star is shining again.

Thieves Don't
Take Holiday,
Sheriff Says

An unreported accident, theft
of 100 gallons of gasoline and
two strings of Christmas lights
and a careless driving arrest
were reported tod ay by Sheriff
George L. Fort.
Leo Miller , Lewiston, called
the sheriff Christmas Day to
report that someone had run into the Skelgas yard adjacent to
the railroad tracks in Lewiston.
INVESTIGATION showed that
someone driving south out of
Lewiston had lost control of his
car, which skidded ' sideways
into the yard's fence, taking out
two posts, a section of fence
and half of a gate, according
to Sheriff Tort.
The driver and his car disappeared without being identified ,
but the sheriff is investigating.
Mrs. Alton Albrecht, Garvin
Heights, reported
Christmas
Day that someone had been
stealing gasoline from a barrel
at her home for the past three
or four nights. About 100 gallons
are missing, she said.
Mrs. Albrecht added that the
thief had taken two strings of
Christmas lights after 3 a.m. on
Christmas. She did not set a
money value on the missing articles.
DEPUTIES ELROY Balk and
John Schneider arrested Lyndon
R. Wilbright, 933 W. Wabasha
St., Friday at 8:15 p.m. at West
3rd and Washington street near
the county jail on a charge of
careless driving. Since Wilbright was arrested right outside the county jail , in the city,
he will be arraigned Tuesday in
Winona municipal court , the
sheriff said.

Income Tax
Forms Go
Out in State

Winona Business Index
Nov.
19«5

'

175
1,580
18,928
18,343

$36 ,809,900
35
\$ 1,148,258
t
— 11,318
4 ,367
374
726
301
177
$

Lake City Coup le
Loses Second Son

LAKE CITY, Minn . ( Special)
-—A rural Lake City couple lost
their only remaining son in a
farm accident Christmas Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Mickelson found Orie, 18, dead under
a tractor as th ey neared home
about 3 p.m. after attending the
funeral of Lawrence Martens in
Lake City.

son, Tony , who at 16 months
was killed May 17, 1963. He was
struck by a backing milk truck
in¦ the farm yard.
Orie had gone to the field to
spread manure on the Mickelson farm about nine miles south
of Lake City and VA miles
northeast of Oak Center. He had
emptied the load and was returning to the house.
EN ROUTE home they ha-d His tractor got too close to the
stopped at the cemetery to visit edge of the field adjacent to the
the grave of their only other Giliford Township road running

Suit Taken
From Car

Sneak: thieves — at least one
of them , anyway — had a green
Christmas after all, Assistant
Police Chief Marvin A. Meier
reported today .
Although church-goers heeded
police warnings to keep their
cars locked while attending
Christmas Eve and Christmas
Day services, a visitor to the
city lost $150 worth of clothing
from his unlocked , p arked car
Friday evening, Meier said .
Ronald Hauser , Racine, Wis.,
reported that his car was parked in front of 732 W. 4th St.
Friday between 8:30 p.m. and
12:30 a.m. Christmas morning.
Sometime during that period ,
a thief entered the unlocked
vehicle and stole a cashmere
topcoat , an olive green suit and
a white dress shirt valued at a
total of $150. Police are investigating.

(i6,76fi

6,317
83,325,400
4,818
109,911 ,700
8,687
<j,9fl2,47S
13,88a
ao
4
50
14
50)
14
5,322,30S
2 ,579
801,184
481,800
142
844
103

EYOTA, Minn, — A rural
Eyota woman was one of the
mothers who gave personal
Christmas greetings to her son
in Viet Nam.
Mrs. Burdette Wohlfeil talked
to her son, A.2.C. Richard L.
Behnken, by overseas telephone.
He has been in Viet Nam since
September . He repairs photographic equipment for the U.S.
Air Force.
He told his mother the mud,
heat and humidity are terrific
but the morale of the U .S. fighting men is high. He said be was
better off than most men tbere
because he 's at a base and has
a bed and hot food every meal.
A graduate of John Marshall
High School, Rochester , he went
into service directly out of
school. He hopes to enroll at
the University of Minnesota
when? his enlistment is completed, in about a year.
The overseas call was part
of a special project sponsored
by Local 7203, Communication
Workers of America.

The onset of colder weather means that city ice rinks
are tentatively scheduled to
open Wednesday, the ParkRecreation Department said
today.
If no warmup occurs, the
Lake Winona rink probably
will open on that day, as
well as rinks at East and
West recreation centers and
the Thurley playground , according to the department.
Boys interested in juni or
hockey are to meet at the
Athletic P ar k
warming
house Wednesday at 6:30
p-m. James Langowski -will
be in charge of league play,
for which boys up to 18 are
eligible.

Christmas by telephone didn't
get the workout expected of it
this year.
Dec. 24 and 25 calls out of
Winona to points around the
world were down 10 percent
from 1964, the city office of
Northwestern Bell reported.
However, Sunday calls , Dec.
26, increased 10 percent, thus
evening out the total for the
holiday weekend.
The telephone company speculated Dec. 24 calls were down
because it was a Friday, and
people waited until Sunday to
call, when they could probably
talk to more people at tbe receiving end of the call.
Calls Friday totaled 2,775,
Christmas Day, 2,600, and Sunday, 1,800.
When asked the longest geographical distance spanned by
a call, and whether anyone had
called points hear the North
Pole, the reply was "We'll have
to check with the central office.
All long-distance calls are recorded and billed through a
computer now. We're sorry."

Freeman Learns 4 Candidates in
A Hard Lesson Trempealeau Co
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (ft — "I
learned how to 'hurt,' but still
keep going, to be disappointed ,
but still keep trying—that 'fame'
is transitory," says Agriculture
Secretary Orville Freeman.
The former Minnesota governor wasn't speaking of politics—
but of sports.
Freeman, two other Cabinet
members, 17 senators and 30
representatives — all varsity
sports lettermen in college—will
be honored during the NCAA's
60th anniversary convention in
Washington next month,
The honorees include Reps.
Clark MacGregor , E-Minn., and
Donald Fraser , D-Minn.; Sen.
Quentin N. Burdick , D-N .D.,
Secretary of State Dean Husk
and Interior Secretary Stewart
L. Udall.
All will receive commennorative plaques at a special luncheon, and many—like Freemanhave much to say about what
they learned from athletics.

Celebri ties
Attend Funeral
For Al Ritz

past the farm. Wabasha County
Deputy Robert LOechler said
the big right wheel of the tractor dropped off into the ditch,
about one foot deep, and continued for 27 or 30 feet along tht
ditch , tipped at a 45-degree angle.

Rinks May Open
On Wednesday

Yule Phone
Eyota Mother Calls Equal
Talks to Son To Year Ago

In Viet Nam

ST. PAUL (AP) - The annual
"greetings" from State Tax
Commissioner Holland Hatfield
went into the mail today to 1,200,000 Minnesotans who file individual income tax returns.
The tax forms, prepared for
mailing after the Christmas
rush, should reach all taxpayers
by next Monday. The department wants them back by April
15.
Next year's tax-paying pain
will be eased slightly starting
Jan. 1when the withholding rate
for state taxes goes down. The
tax increase voted by the 1965
legislature was doubled for the
last half of 1965, but will drop
back to its regular level Jan. 1.
This will add from $1 to $3 to
paychecks of most taxpayers
each month , although this will
be more than gobbled up by
higher federal Social Security
taxes starting the first of ihe
year.
Individuals filing Minnesota
returns will use the basic "M-l"
form whether taking tbe standard deduction or itemizing their
returns. The form is composed
of two pages on a single sheet.
One change this year allows
all tax computations to be made
on the same side of the form .
Hatfield noted that persons
who pay income taxes on an estimated basis may take advantage of a law providing they do
not have to pay their Jan. 15
installment if they file a final
tax return by Jan. 31.

Nov.
1964
Outbound Air Transportation
161
Passengers
620
Mail (pounds)
6 ,457
Express (pounds)
7.4B2
Freight (pounds )
Bank Debits
Volume of checks drawn
$31 ,651,000
Building Volume
28
Permits
Value
$ 901,910
Employment
10,955
Total
4 ,345
Manufacturing
404
New applications
905
Total active applications
2 14
Placements
251
Unemployment claims
Winona Post Offke
52,531)
Receipts
....$
Utilities
Water meters
6,242
Gallons pumped
89,775,000
Gas customers
4,679
Therms
87,856,200
Electric customers
8,598
Kilowatt hours used
8,989,fi60
Winon a and Witok a phones
13,277
Vital Statistics Winon a County
.12
Marriages
5
Divorces
59
Births
29
Deaths
Vital Statistics Wlnonn City
32
Resident births
17
Resident deaths
Freight Shipments
Truck lines (outbound In pounds) . . . . 5,295,017
Railcars forwarded and received . . .
2,401
Itlver Barge .Tonnage
Received in district < Nov.-D«c.) .. . .
750,9,18
460,485
Shipped from district (Nov.-Dec ,)
Traffic at Lock and I)«m SA
I3R
Commercial towbonlK (Nov .-Dec. ) .
730
Commercial barges f Nov.-Dec. ) . . . ,
Deputy -Rttgistrur ot Motor Vehicle-*
124
New car registrations

IN FARM ACCIDENT

THERE WERE Inrticationj
that Orie tried to bring the tractor back into the field, the deputy said , as there were marks,
along the path the tractor traveled showing that the left
wheel had been spinning.
The tractor apparently was
upset when the right wheel hit
a frozen gopher mound that tipped both tractor and manura
spreader over ; they landed on
their tops , still attached.
Orie was pinned by the tall
light on the left fender of thi
Minneapolis Moline, which has

Orie Mickelson
big fenders. He was lying face
up, the light pressing against
the side of his neck, cutting off
blood and air to the brain, th»
coroner said. Death was almost
instantaneous by suffocation ,
officers said.
The accident happened about
one-fourth mile from the farm
home about 2:45 p.m., officers
estimated.
ORIE: Gerald Mickelson wi»
born Feb. 23, 1947, at Lake City
He was graduated from Lincoln
High School last spring. He was
a member of St. John's Lutheran Church and its youth fellowship group. He had attended St.
John's parochial school.
Survivors are: His parents;
five sisters, Betty Jane, Sandra
Jean, Judy, Bonnie and Susan,
and his grandmothers, Mrs.
Mary Klindworth, Lake City,
and Mrs. Mathilda Mickelson,
Goodhue.
FUVERAL SERVICES will ba
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at St. John's
Church, the Rev. Ralph Goed«
officiating. Burial will be in St.
John's Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Clarence.
LeRoy and Milton Mickelson,
Phillip Nordlee, James Klindworth and Louis Gluesen.
Friends may call at the Anderson. Funeral Chapel after 1
p.m. today and until one hour
before services Tuesday, then
at the church. The casket will
not be opened.

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— By Friday four persons had
filed for the Trempealeau County Board of Supervisors.
For District 1, the city of Osseo, where there will be one supervisor , papers have been filJudge John D. McGill ordered
ed by Clarence H. Seffens and judgmetn today in municipal
Ernest Void.
court against Norman F. KohlFor District 2, towns of Sum- hepp, 713 Wilson St., for $500,
ner and Unity, one supervisor , plus an unspecified amount of
interest , after a default hearing.
Harley Alvestad has filed.
Attorney Robert D. Langford
For District 6, Town of Lincoln and City of Whitehall , two represented Winona National &
supervisors, Odell Schansberg Savings Bank, which holds two
promissory notes of Kohlhepp'a
has filed.
Other districts are : 3, towns at $200 each. Kohlhepp had
'
of Albion and Chimney Rock , agreed to pay $50 attorney s
villages of Stru m and Eleva , fees on each note if legal action
two -supervisors nt large; 4 , had to be taken to collect them.
Herbert Hassinger of the bank
Town of Hale ; 5, Town of Piwas
the only witness called to
geon, and Pigeon Falls ; 7, Independence; 8, Town of Burn- prove up the default. He testifiside and portion of Town of Ar- ed th at Kohlhepp made promiscadia north of the south line of sory notes or Sept. 22 and Oct.
the Independence school dis- 1, 1064.
The first note was payable in
trict; 9, Town of Arcadia with
the exception of the portion in 90 days , the second in 30 days.
Interest on both was to be comDistrict 8;
puted at 7 percent per year,
Arcadia
,
two
superci ty ,
10,
Ifnssinger testified. He told the
visors at large; 11, Town of
judge thnt. Kohlhepp had not
frc-iton; 12, Mair; 13, Town of
paid off the notes, the interest
Ettrick , village of Ettrick , nnd
's le-ps.
that part of the Town of Gale or the attorney
Judge
McGill
ordered judgEtlying between the Village of
ment
against
Kohlhepp
for $500,
trick and tho Jackson County
plus 7 percent interest from the
line, two supervisors at large ;
times the notes were made.
14, Town of Gale with the exception of the portion in 14; 15,
City of Galesville; J6, towns of Farmers Union Set
Trempealeau , Dodge, Caledonia
and the Village of Trempealeau , Party at Spring Grove
SPUING GROVE , Minn . ( Spetwo supervisors at large.
cial) -- The Farmers Union
will hold its annual Christmas
party tonight at the Spring
Ettrick Watchman
Grove American Legion hall.
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) — Potluck supper will bo followed
Olaf Olson hns been engaged as by exchange of gifts. The Bill
night watchman by the village Shertourne orchestra will entertain.
board.

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Comedians and show business personalities were among
the
mourners at lust rites far AJ
Ritz , member of the Rltz Brothers comedy team , who died at
64.
Ritz , who organized the family team that nrnde 46 films ,
was eulogized Sunday b y Itahbi
Lawrence Block as a pioneer
among movie comedians. Attending the services wer« the
other two brothers in the team ,
Harry and Jimmy.
\mong pallbearers were Jimmy Durante, George Burns,
Tony Martin and shoo manufacturer Harry Karl , husband of
actress Debbie Reynolds . Ritz
died Wednesday in No<w Orleans, apparently of u heart at- I
tack.
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Man Ordered
To Pay 2 Notes

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS —
Rag. Meeting Timday, Dec. 28

(B p.m. tharp it** tha clufchoute.)
Dlnixr M««ting 6:3(1 p.m.
DOM NYSETH , Grand Knight
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Thank You s for
Real Kind Year

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK—Now that we're heading toward 1966, I suddenly remember many friends I forgot to thank during this
•xciting year. . .
My Gorgeous Mother-in-Law, Rosella Lyons , who at 81 still
•serves n»e coffee and tomato juice at my desk every 1) a.m. after
reminding me that I've got a busy day—and night—ahead of me.
Maureen O'Sullivan , Mia Farrow's mother, for forgiving me
for some of the bad gaga about
F.S., I shouldn't have written. Margaret (made me a better
Perle Mesta , for inviting the story that way).
B.W. and me to all her exciting
Washington parties ( some of Movie Producer Joe Levine
which we couldn't get to) and for becoming so colorful he's
for telling us how she and Gwen good copy . . . My son Slugger
Cafritz are now very chummy. for being sucb a perfect young
Bob Hope, for living up to gentleman ( his grandmother
liis long-time promise to m.c. says ) . . . Irving Hoffman for
our FigM-for-Sigbt show when frequently illustrating my colpossible. (Sunday night, Jan. umn and Gary Wagner for tak30. 1966, at Lincoln Center ing silly pictures of us 7 .
Philharmonic — a great night Dancer-Author Nicky Darvas for
helping me pull off the exclufar us).
interview *with Brigitte Bar'
Gina Martin of Dudes n' Dolls sive when
I posed as a hotel
and also th« Vaughn Meader- dot
Xarry Gore comedy commer- maintenance man. Without his,
¦cial setup, Just for being so sex- hotel room or the makeup job
I couldn't have done it.
citing.
BURLESQUE Producer Le- THE HILTONS , for taking t_ ts
Jtoy Griffith of the Mayfair to their Tel-Aviv opening. Peand Gaiety Theatres for his wel- trocelli Clothes, for taking us to
come Christmas check for the their mens fashion show in
"Earl Wilson Help-the-Needy Moscow . . . AU the phone opIHind" which arrived just In erators , desk clerks, headwaittime to aid some deserving folk. ers and captains, letter car<We coold still use more $). riers, etc., who have to put up
Thanks to AI Strelsin, the with the likes of us everySmothers Brothers, Eddie Frei- where, a very special thanks.
tag, and others for their checks And to my Beautiful Wife
dining the year!
who, after I'd been ejected from
My Mother, wbo doesn't scold Charmin' Sharman Douglas'
me when I don't write . .
Hollywood party for Princess
Charmln' Sharman Douglas for Margaret, had the wit to rebarring me from her parties for mark, "My goodness, that's
about the best _ party you 've
ever
been thrown out of"
WINONA DAILY NEWS
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
This is the time of year (notes
MONDAY, DBCSMBSR 17. 1MJ
Bobbi Martin V when employes
VOLUME 119, NO. »1
work their fingers to the bonus.
PublUhad dally axetpt Saturday and Hotftaput-llctn
and
Herald
PubllihWISH I'D SAID THAT: Jesse
Way* by
IM C«mp*ny, 401 Prankim It., Winona, Kaplan defines our water shortMini*..
age as much nothing about s
SUBSCRIPTION RATSS
dew,
Singla Copy - 10c Dilly, ISc Sunday
REMEMBEEED Q U O T E :
Delivered by Car rler-'Hr Wt*k N canH
» wvtki USM "Two
M wtaki M.»
reasons why women
don't
wear
last year's dresses:
By mill atr-ictty In adyincai Mptf itopaad en expiration data.
They don't want to and they
In Plltmora, Houston, Olmsted, Winona, can't." — Quote.
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jadtaon. Papln and
EARL'S PEARLS: Actress
Trampeeloiu countlm and armed torceji
Mrtonnal In tha continental United States, Louise Larabee heard a wife
or evaraaai wllti APO or PPO addrawaa: tell her husband, "This Christ( year
IW.flO * monttii .. . . U.SJ
t iMnthi
HM 1 monm
tlJI mas let's give each other sensible Rifts like ties and mink
All ettitr aubaerlpllonai
t month
. li.w J monthi .... MJJ coats."
4 monthi . M.0O 1 yaar
t u.oo
Christmas shoppers (accordtend (-hint* al eddrna, notteat. undeHv ing U» Shelby Friedman) are
•rod oeaMi. wbacrlpltafi ardan and tflhat people with the spirit of brothmill Itami to Winona Dally Nawi. ILO
•
erly shove . . . That's earl,
•ax n, Wtnona,Minn., imr.
taeond data a*atag« paid it Winona, brother.

DEAR ABBY?

No Brass
Bands. Please

rural Reading farmhouse of Mr
and Mrg c,ayton Harbert while
tn«y **"» visiting in Tracj

Fa rmnuubc
rmhn lien a*
>fl*
ra
Reading Burns

_______

Christmas Day. Volunteers from
READING , Minn. (AP)—Fire Worthington and Wilmont foughl
burned nut the interior of the the'blaze.
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RocJiMttr'* Ptay-Mor Ballroom
Pi-Minti • Big 4-Hour
SHOW AND DANCE

?**

pj ^

*^v

Featuring
"Tht Guest Who'i"
Starring
"Ctini Allen ami Itn Rxprnsioni"
Thli Tom., Dtc Jtth
Rock and Roll at It'i twit.
Hiir Thnn Play Thtlr Bhg Hlti —
-"Shaking All Ovar " and
"Hurting Each Other"
Adtnistlon $1.50 — FrH Bootlil
and Parking — I p.m. to 12 p.m.

— Buy Faetery Direct A Save — $65 Pair —

Plymouth Optical Co.

a.m.

71 West Third — Ground Floor — Phon* «M

Starts TOMORROW
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Broken sizes . .. wonderful
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Sale Days !
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Reduced !o Clear!
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Your choice of our entire stock
§ BEFORE WE TAKE ^INVENI
TORY . . . none held back . . .
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BLOUSES

A* A

One select group . . . special
priced be,m w « tak« ™™.
tory in
just 4 short days!
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SlighUy soiled . . . all taken direct from stock . . .
I
I
dnoron and cotton combinations . . . values to $30.98
. . . assorted styles and colors . . . THIS IS THE
I
SALE
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR!
1
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Va PRICE! j
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1) SKI JACKETS
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"Yeur choice of Cardigans and Slipover Styles • • . } ' §
iJ 3izes 36 to 40 . . . some wonderful values to $14 SB 1
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SH0P ^ SAVE DURING THE NEXT 4 / 1
SALE DAYS BEFORE WE TAKE INVENTORY !
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Special clearance before we take inventory . . .
your choice brown, blac*, white . . . t h i s sale only-
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STILLWATER, Minn. (AP)Accidental drowning has been
ruled the cause of the Christinas
Eve death of Mrs. Prank Hintz .
42, a mother of five. The woman
was found dead in a bathtub at
her home by a son, Donald.
¦
"**' *- *¦-••• -.

Contact lenses have come a long way since they were
first introduced to the human eye. Now they are wafer
thin and smaller than a dime. In most instances, they
give you better vision, are undetectable. Even your
closest friends won't know you're wearing them!

DANCE

Mother of Five
Drowns in Bathtub

The Farmers Union saitl thr
program is the first to be authorised under a community betterment and beautification provision of the antipoverty program, sponsored by Sen. Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis.

Ofdkt, bif PLY MOUTH
LENSES
CONTACT
¦^
""""
Are Rig ht for So Many Eyes

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
National Farmers Union announced Friday it will sponsor
highway beautification projects
in rural areas of Minnesota and
three other states, using the
skills of low-income older and
retired farmers.
State and federal funds will
finance tbe $1,451,680 program,
with $768,142 of the total coming
as a grant from the office of
economic opportunity .
The work wtll be done in cooperation with the state highway
departments of Arkansas, New
Jersey, Oregon and Minnesota.
Ten teams of seven older farmers will work in each state, averaging about three days a

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY : Though I've been an avid reader of your
column for yeara, I sever thought I'd be -writing to you, but
I couldn't resist answering your call for opinions of those in
Viet Nam about what kind of homecoming they'd prefer.
Bight now I am in a San Francisco hospital recovering from
injuries I suffered in Viet Nam. I don't feel like any kind of
here and I don't want to be treated as one when I go home.
uuce most or tne guys in Viet Nam I had a
job to do and I did my best. I was unlucky
enough to be a Viet Cong target, but that
doesn't make me a hero. The real heroes
of this conflict are the medics, the evacuation pilots and the Red Cross. Anyone who
watts to wave a banner, should wave it for
THEM.
MIKE BURNS, NO HERO
DEL MAR, CALIF.
DEAR ABBY : You asked for opinions on
the advisability of "Mom" decorating the
ABBY
house and most oi the neignbornood in nonor
of lier "boy " returning from combat duty.
As a combat -veteran oi World War II, may I say that
there is no more nauseating reference to military persoenel
than the word "boy," As much as Moms resent it , there
are no "boys" in the fighting service. They are all MEN, and
should be referred to as such.
These men did not, nor are they fighting for "Mom's
apple pie." They are fighting a dirty rotten war in a number
of dirty rotten places for the same reason we fought and will
figbt again if called upon-TO SURVIVE UNDER A SYSTEM
OF GOVERNMENT IN WHICH WE BELIEVE AS AGAINST
A SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT IN WHICH WE DO NOT
BELIEVE. It's that simple!
So tell Mom not to embarrass her son with decorations
and tinsel more appropriate to a little boy's birthday party.
Their "boys" are gone, and those who are fortunate enough to
return are MEN.
G. P. S. ( MAJOR, INF, AUS RETIRED)
MifWt
SAN FRANCISCO
ETTRICK CAR FIRE
DEAR ABBY: Take the word of an old "gyrene ," who was
in 1952 and ended his service in Korea, that
Guadalcanal
at
ETTRICK, Wis, (Special)-The
There's a Lot ef
Ettrick fire department was any lad who has seen jungle combat will not appreciate a
to the Phillips service brass band on his return home.
Twitting Solng On called
As an afterthought, wouldn't it be nice if we could arrange
station on the west end of town
to
have
our dirty-necked, bearded, draft-card-burning "little
Saturday at 4 p.m. to extinguish
ION SCOPiTOMI)
a fire which started in the boys" serve their service time aa latrine police? I'd rejoin
12 weeks
wheel bearing of a car and the Marine Corps to help put those clowns throughCHICAGO
F. E. M.,
destroyed the tire, There was of boot camp.
«t
some other damage to the car,
DEAR ABBY: Apropos your recent letters about soldiers
but no one was hurt. The driv- coming home from Vietnam: I was reminded of my own homeer, unidentified, called La coming from the A. E. F. in France in 1919. My buddy and I
LfftnU v Dal
Crosse and someone came to were discharged at Camp Grant, Rockford, Illinois, and wa
179 IAST THIRD
get him and his family. They arrived at the Chicago railroad station at about 3 P.M. We
were en route to La Crosse.
decided to get a couple of bottles of beer and some hamburgers to see if they still tasted the same. Then we went back
to the R. R. station where I was to catch a train home. My
m
pm
m
* BTa* Bm Special Holiday Matineei 1:15
t^W WTTTm
lived only 20 blocks from the Chicago depot. After a
buddy
3Se-S0t-7St
"l|
AT
[* l w l V
although
I hated to say goodbye, I asked him what he
while,
Nit*» «r 7:15-9:)5
A Ly
1
W. A -H-Wfa'-Wlr j_
was waiting for, and he said, "I know my folks are going to
MlslTfllilW
1
J5c45t-tt«
^
make a fuss over me when I get home, so I am waiting for it
to get dark." And I'm sure he did. I never saw him again.
• SEE IT NOW •
God bless him. Yours truly.
W. J. SHEA ,
jgpywiiiii i_xi.:iuu4iu:niniai3{3Hfiia
BELLEVIEW, ILL.
DEAR ABBY : Juat a line about "Homecoming Veterans."
™
As
a
World War II veteran, I know that any welcome that
™
®
*'
W M* J Vi.
I
JLa^L**
comes from the heart is never out of place. On my "Big
Day" I found a "WELCOME HOME, DADDY" sign on the
stairs leading to our apartment. It was placed there by my
wife, six-year-old son and three-year-old daughter. That was
New Year's Day, 1946.
Nearly twenty years later we are looking forward to
8j *>•'
fSt '
oar son's arrival home after a six-year absence. Ht, too, has
•JRI'JY!^. j %L
^Q'
been fighting a jungle war as a Lt. in the Congolese Army.
As a volunteer against Communism he said in one letter that
he was proud to be using his U.S. Army (101st Air Borne)
training for such a worthwhile endeavor.
Now he's corning home, but there will be no bands, no
signs and no demonstrations. You see, Abby, he was killed
in action on April Sth, 1965. We are waiting quietly until we
can say, "Well done, son, welcome home. Thank you for
listening.
RICHARD J. GUILFOYLE, SR.
PHOENIX , ARIZ.
Troubled? Write to ABBY , Box 69700, Los Angeles , Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope

*? ^¦^^^^_^ *^_ii_i^^___________M_-&53L.^k ^.

week. Each will be paid $1.25 an
hour.
As part of the program, the
280 men will receive 25 days of
training for employment as
gardeners, landscapes aod
nursery workers.

t Wonderful buys in this group of
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TODAY IN WOKLD AFFAIRS

Orville Freeman On
(St. P-Mil Planter l*r»»»)

Tlie _Frceman order definite l y will not
do this, according to Frank Kauffert , director of the Universit y of Minnesota
School of Forestry and a longtime student of the Boundary Waters area.
Kauffert is nol opposed io the order,
but says that without a plan of intensive
forest management the area will continue to RO to short-lived , insect-ridden balsam — hardly a shadow of the type of forest seen by the first white men in Minnesota.
Kauffert nol es that this area was covered wit h white and red pine and spruce
in its wilderness state , and that this area
can be recreated onl y by controlled timber harvesting.
The no-cut order suggests no effort at
timber harvesting reforestation.
THIS LEADS to thm conclusion that the

order presumably designed
and restore the scenic and
values of the canoe country
result in unchecked and
deterioration.

to preserve
recreational
will actually
unavoidabl e

La Crosse State Prexy
To Get $23,000 a Year
(Minkato Free Presi)
WISCONSIN

STATE University at Li

Crosse has hired a new president. He is
Dr. Samuel G. Gates, who has been dean
of the graduate division of Colorado State
College at Greeley, Colo. Dr. Gates, who
was one of 20 applicants interviewed for the
position, will have a beginning salary of
$23,000 a year.
La Crosse University formerly was La
Crosse State Teachers College7Later it became La Crosse State College and within
the last two years has been given University status. Its current enrollment is 3,943.

Some 25 miles north of La Crosse is Winona State College of Minnesota. Winona
has an enrollment roughly the size of that
at La Crosse. It has a veteran president
whose salary now, after many years, has
reached a level of $18,000.
WHAT HAS happened at La Crow* h •
cue to what will have to happen in Minnesota if the state colleges are going to get
the kind of administrative leadership they
need. If a school the size of La Crosse will
pay $23,000 a year for a president, it is difficul t to see ht>w anyone can be attracted
to the presidency of a booming 10,000 enrollment colleg-e like Mankato State at a
salary that is $5 ,000 less.

Typog raphical Error
Causes Near Riot
(Editor & Publisher)

A TYPOGRAPHICAL error caused the
ad to state 19-Lnch portable television sets
would be sold for $8.98. (It should have
been $88.98), More correctly, the ad in t
New York paper announced "sensational
bargains." Two hundred people stormed
the counters demanding the sets at the advertised price. Typical of the comment
was*. "You advertised it , and you 've got
to sell it. "
Most newspapermen and shop keepers
know that is not the fact. An advertisement
is an offer to sell, not a contract to sell.
When there is such an obvious error a store
is under no obligation to sell merchandise.
It was mispriced inadvertently and was in
no way an attempt at fraud.

SO FAR AS THE United Slates Is concerned, such a development in Viet Nam would
not be wholly unpalatable because the argument used to justify American intervention is
that the Communist aggression must be stopped. If aggression is suspended indefinitely
without any pledge being given , the main objective will , in effect , have been attained for
the time being. As for the Communist guerrillas who have infiltrated South Viet Nam,
they would probably be forced out gradually if a lengthy cease fire were arranged.
This theory of the purpose of the cease fire
may be demolished by developments after
Christmas, and it may turn out that the Communist idea was merely to gaLn time for reorganization of the military campaign. But it
would be difficult for the North Vietnamese
leaders to convince the -world they really want
peace if , when given a dramatic chance to
participate iri a longer cease fire, they threw it
away. To engage in a peace parley of indefinite
duration without actually coming to an agreement pledging a non-aggression course would
mean no loss of prestige to the North Vietnamese and at the same time would avoid the
growing cost of active warfare ,
WOULD TIIE SOUTH Vietnamese and the
United States governments be content with
such a stalemate, or would there be an insistence on fighting it out? *

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Yea rs Ago . . . 1955

Miss Dorothy Jefferson has resigned as children's librarian at the Winona Free Public Library to accept a position at the Moorhead
State College.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940
Mrs. Herman Huebner was elected president
of the German Society Ladies succeeding Mrs.
Rose Tust.
Dr. E, S. Selle left to attend the meeting of
the American Sociology Society at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago .

Fifty Years A go . . . 1915

The Tri-County Fair will receive the hearty
support of the Merchants Bureau of the Winona
Association of Commerce. Thli? was decided
upon at a meeting of representatives of the
bureau.
The first reunion of the YMCA camp was
held in the boys department rooms.

Seventy-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1890
County Superintendent Braley will leave for
St. Paul where he will attend the meeting of
the State Teachers Association and also a meeting of the county superintendents of schools of
the state.
At the meeting of the committees from the
various Epworth leagues of the city, it was
unanimously decided to recommend the formation of a city league.

Nevertheless , the store manager sold
•46 of the sets at the $8.08 price. Even if he
knew his rights , the decision to sell was
probably the right one to protect his shop
and his life in the heat of the moment.
A WEEK LATER another New York piper carried an ad for a sewing machine at
$li.7fl. Another typographical error. What it
should have said was 'that this was tho
"time payment " per week for a machine
that cost $339.95. This time the store managers , on proper advice , stood by their
R ims, and cither closed the .stores to protect them from the bargain hunting mobs
intent on duplicating the television "thefts"
at ridiculous prices, or refused to sell them
at the advertised price.
Many .states have laws , and there are
court -decision s supporting llicni , which
state that a merchant is not bound by an
advertised pric e that is an obvious and honest error.
IN VIEW OF th* two New York incidents it might be wise lor all newspapers
to review thcix local situation and advise
all advertisers of their rights and responsibilities in case a similar "type " should
involve them, livery newspaperman knows
it shouldn 't ha ppen, but ln spite of all the
safeguards it .•sometimes docs .
¦
An* you i>i> fi>i>Jisl * '.' Havin g l.rj;.in in llie
Kpiril , are ye mow perfected in the flehli ".*—
Galatlaiu 1:3.

Pressuring LBJ

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON - Why did the Communists
— who don 't believe In Christmas — propose
for that day a truce in the fighting in Viet
Nam? Is it a means of getting a longer truce,
during which reinforcements could be brought
J .'P for later attacks? Or will it turn out to be
the start of a Korean-type armistice without a
peace agreement ever being made?
The United States government came to tha
conclusion that it was worthwhile to test out
the motives behind the offer of a truce by announcing an acceptance of it. Whether the 12hour truce on the holiday celebrated throughout Christendom will be prolonged for another
12 hours, and then perhaps for a longer time,
depends on the real purpose of the cease-fire,
it could be that the holiday truce has back of
it a plan to bring about a lengthy parley. Up
to now it has been found difficult to do this because of a desire on each side not to give lhe
impression of weakness by initiating the negotiations .
ONCE THERE Is a cease fire, howev er,
consultations could begin in neutral capitals
of the world. So the real question is whether
the Communists want a longer cease fire and
will be amenable to an extension while plans
for negotiations are discussed.
The United States takes little- risk in agreeing to the North Vietnamese offer. For the military commanders at Saigon will keep . their
men on the alert even during the truce.
It could be, of course, that tbe Communists
have about made up tbeir minds that a Korean kind of cease fire would not be such a
bad thing to try. For, after all, what the 1953
armistice between North and South Korea did
was merely to establish a cease-fire. It is still
in effect, and no agreement has been reached
since then on any of the vital Issues — such
as reunification — which were in dispute before the fighting began. _No guarantee against a
resumption of aggression has ever been given,
and there are armies along the 38th parallel
which still stand guard, even though more than
12 years have elapsed since the fighting was
interrupted by mutual consent.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
At the annual meeting of the Winona R. A.
Chapter , officers were elected . Installation ceremonies will take place at the next regular
meeting held in January.
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WASHINGTON CALLING

Left and Right

Reds May Hold
Up Asian Plans

The Canoe Area
SECRETARY FREEMAN'S order en
the Boundaiy Waters Canoe area ostensibly is designed to carry out the recommendation of the Selke committee that the area
should fee recreated or maintained "as
nearly as possible in the condition wliich
prevailed when the area was first visited
by White men."

'HAVE A HAPPY NEW YEAR, HUBERT-AND A HAPPIER 1972!
'

(Editor'* Note: This column will be a substitute for the
Morquf* Child* article while Af r. Child* is on vacation.!
By WILLIAM S. WHITE
WASHINGTON-For the first time, President Johnson Is
gquarely in the middle of heavy and opposite pressures from
the left and right/ The issue is the new Federal budget, but
the implications rise far above dbllars and cents.
The Left—the very liberal to knee-jerk liberal Democrats*
—Is attempting to wring irom Wm explicit vows that, notwitk
standing a little thing called the war in Viet Nam, he will not
reduce by a dime his allocations for the domestic Great
To Your Good Health
Society.
The Right — the general
run of Republicans plus conservative and ultra-conservative Democrats — is putting him under siege to cut
back the Great Society to a
shell and to open the Treasury without stint to every
claim conceivably to be
made by the action in Viet
By J. U. MOLNER, M.D.
Nam.
The President himself is
Dear Dr. Molner: I
digging in his heels against
have a frozen shoulder
what amounts to dual efforts
and would like to know
to freeze his position in adwhat to do for it. Nothvance. The two pressure
groups have one aim in
ing so far has done any
common: To force the Presgood, and I have had
ident here and now to comit for a long time. —
mit himself to the kind ot
MRS.
M.C.
year
target he will put next
¦-before Congress. To each he
A "frozen" shoulder is
is, in substance, replying:
one that is too stiff or too
"Thanks very much for your
painful to move, but I'm
great interest and all tbat
afraid that too many people
—but I am going to keep
my options open until the
haye the idea that nothing
last minute."
can be done about such a • •
shoulder (or other joint J.
THE REASON for this delay is that he does not and
The longer such a joint
cannot possibly know right
remains "frozen,", the more
difficult it will be to get it
now just how much is really
moving again. Still, it often
going to be needed in Viet
can be restored to some acNam even, say, two months,
tivity if you are willing to
let alone 12 months ahead.
do the right things, or have
Whatever is actually rethe right things done to it ,
quired is going to be proand will endure some pain.
vided ," Viet .Nam has priorWhat causes a "frozen"
ity No. 1. To that extent the
joint? Sometimes injury ¦—
forces interested in butter
such as a dislocation nr
and honey to the almost tofracture ; sometimes burtal exclusion of guns have
sitis; sometimes arthritis;
already lost the game.
sometimes the aftermath of
Still, those totally preochaving to keep the joint in
cupied with guns have not
one position, without movaltogether won, either. Nor
ing, for a certain length of
will they. For though Viet
time, as with a broken colNam is indeed priority No.
lar bone. Or removal of a
1 and will remain so, the
breast leaves the shoulder
President has no intention
area very tender for soma
whatever of putting welfare
time. Such patients are
on starvation rations. At
warned to move the arm
worst, he can keep it going,
and shoulder, even though it
though it cannot be kept gohurts, to avoid a "frozen"
ing at the rate which othershoulder.
wise would have been cerTHE TROUBLE actually
tain. The outlook, in a word,
is not so much in the joint
is that welfare will be put
itself as in tissues surroundon some diet, but not a
ing the joint. Adhesions
crash diet.
(clinging together of tisWHAT ELEVATES this
sues) from lack of movestruggle toweringly above
ment can occur. There may
simply economic considerabe irritation from certain
tions is the root fact that
tendons riding over the
the prize so urgently sought
joint.
by each side is nothing less
People who are highly
than effective control of the
sensitive to pain, or who
mind and purposes of the
don't follow instructions aftadministration in the year
er certain operations or ailto come.
ments (including acute arthritis ) are the most likely
The Left sees an opportucandidates for a "frozen*'
nity to commit the Presijoint.
dent unalterably and now to
How to correct it? Physimore and more welfarism.
cal manipulation of the
The Bight seeks to close off
joint, under anesthesia, to
now all his choices except
loosen the "frozen" tissues
the choice to diminish, if not
is one way. Application of
to discard, the butter-andheat, plus a patient's own
honey legislation he put
efforts to move the joint
through the last Congress.
gradually, is another. SomeThe weapon of the Left is
times surgery is required to
the implicit threat that unrelease adhesions and free
less it can have its way it
trapped tendons.
will cry out that the President was not, after all, realWHATEVER Ihe original
ly "sincere" in asking Concause , and whatever the
gress for ail those bills. The
treatment , the patient alweapon of the Right is the
most always must make up
implicit threat to denounce
his mind that it is going to
the President as not really
be painful , especially in the
"sincere" about Viet Nam.
beginning. The discomfort
will lessen as the "frown "
THE PRESIDENT himjoint recovers the ability to
self , however, is not withmove normally. If you look
out strength . The controlfor an "easy " or painless
ling middle in Congress will
cure , there isn't much reanot accept either indictment.
son to expect good results.
For the middle knows that
But if you make up your
much of the Left is partly
mind to stand some pain,
actuated by its wish to "get
the joint becomes less painout of Viet Nam" and that
ful as its ability to move inmuch of the Right is partly
creases .
motivated by a hope to reIn cities with qualified
peal the Great Society .
bone specialists (orthopedThe more the Left poorists) or orthopedic clinics,
mouths the welfare prohi ghly skilled treatment can
gram, the more it will enbe obtained , but it still
danger the seats of 40 to 50
means that the patient has
l i b e r a l Democratic conto do his part, and some
gressmen whose only claim
pain is the price of getting
for re-election in 1066 is
that "frozen " joint "un- *
their past association with
frozen."
its enactment. The Right is
in no comparable political
ers , including this columndanger. Still, its objective to
ist
, would surely be just M
nullify the Great Society
happy If some of it had
runs against the profound
never reached the statute
reality that it is already enbooks.
acted — even if some who
are by no means right-wing-

Frozen
Shoulder
Helped
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Pleas to Brezhnev to Halt
Anti-Semitism Unanswered

By JACK ANDERSON
(Editor 's Note : Drew
Pearson is visiting the
Holy Land. In his absence the column is being written by his associate , Jack Anderson.)

WASHINGTON - A Milwaukee auto supply dealer,
who sat for seven years in
the same school room -with
the man who is now ruler
of all the Russians, has
written a series of personal
letters to his former classmate, appealing to him to
stop anti-Semitism in the
Soviet Union.
Nathaniel "Hat" Kruglak ,
a cheerful Je-wish refugee
who made good as an American capitalist, and Leonid
Brezhnev, the darkly scowlJng czar of the Kremlin,
studied and starved together
during the Bolshevik revolution and the famine that
followed .
Kruglak has told his story
to the State Department,
which has certified the basic
details.
Unlike some ef their classmates who caught the spirit
of the revolution and made
cause with the Communist1!,
both Brezhnev and Kruglak
kept their mouths shut in
those days and concentrated on their studies .
IT WASN'T until after
graduation — and another
year together taking a vocational course at a nearby
steel mill — that Kruglak
fled w ith his parents to America and Brezhnev belatedly joined the Communist
Party.
Kruglak re c a 1 ls that
Brezhnev as a boy was
usually aloof and alone —
quiet, introspective, inclined
to be "sneaky. " He wns
the only millhand's son in
the class, and his parents
must have made tremendous sacrifices to pay his
high tuition.
Even more than the others, Brezhnev suffered from
the hunger and disease that
accompanied ttie revolution.
Kruglak recalls that young
Brezhnev came back to
class after a typhus seizure
looking like a skeleton.
"I'll have to say this for
Iiim ," acknowledged Krug)flk , "Brezhnev suffered terribly. ' '
TIMES BECAME so hard
that parents arranged to
pay the school fees in potatoes, cabbage and hand-modown clothing. Teachers and
pupils alike could not afford to wear shoes to school.
Kven the principal, once
proud and proper, padded
through the halls in his bare
feet.
Who would have guessed
thut out of this obscure
school one of the most inTHE WIZARD OF ID

conspicuous students would
rise to Uie pinnacle of Soviet
power?
In nine separate letters to
the Kremlin leader, Kruglak
reminded him of the bleak,
threadbare days they shared together. Their school
was called the "Classical
Gymnasium of Kamenskoye,'' a dreary, two-story,
gray brick building in the
Ukrainian factory town of
Kamensioye, which the
Communists have renamed-^
Dneprodzerzhinsk.
7
To jog Brezhnev's Memory, Kruglak in his first
letter named their teachers
and tbe first five names on
the class roll. The roll call
began: "Alimov, Arbezbauer, Artemov, Barabash,
Brezhnev . . . "
Kruglak also wrote of Inspector Zolotaryev, who enforced discipline in the
school. He would punish a
pupil for the least infraction,
such as a missing button or
dirty uniform, by twisting
an arm behind his back,
shaking him roughly and
shoving him toward a large
pendulum clock in the hail.
"Under the clock!" he
would bellow. Tien he would
force the boy te stand stiffly against the wall under
the clock for one to three
hours.
He was always more cruel
with the Jewish boys, and
in one letter, Kruglak reminded Brezhnev: "Zolotaryev used to ask a student
committing some infraction

bf the rules, 'Art thou a Hebrew?' I'll never forget how
once be almost tore off my
left arm.
"In 1918-19, Zolotaryev escaped . . . If anti-Semitism
is again in existence in the
USSR, then it is due to the
influence of the sons and
grandchildren of men like
Zolotaryev.
"Even the Pope of Rome
and his prelates are trying
to eliminate anti-Semitism
in their conduct and prayers," Kruglak pleaded. "To
allow its existence ih the
USSR is illogical. It can lead
only to a loss of many
friends."
Another time, Kruglak
sent his famous classmate
some press clippings as evidence tliat Soviet anti-Semitism was paying off in bad
publicity.
"You will be able to judge
from some of the enclosed
clippings," he wrote, "that
anti-Semitism is gradually
getting out of style. If Prav•da and Izvestia stop using
anti-Semitic hints, the provincial press may follow
their example."
But
Kruglak's letters
either didn't get through to
Brezhnev, or the Soviet
leader didn't deign to reply.
Kruglak made one last try.
"Public opinion bere and
in Europe," he wrote, "is
condemning your administration for persecuting three
million Jews in the USSR."
There was still no word
from Brezhnev.
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"lie said one Christmas tree around the house is
enough. "

By Parkar and Hart
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Reed-Schmidt
Nuptials Held
In Sprinq Grove

NASON ON EDUCATION

SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — Miss Diane Reed and
Midiael Schmidt exchanged
marriage vows Dec. 19 at
Trinity Lutheran Church. The
Rev. Rolf G. Hanson performed the ceremony.
Parents of the couple are Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. Reed and Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Schmidt, all of
Spring Grove.
Miss Susan Wold, organist, accompanied Richard Wildung, soloist.
The bride chose her sister.
Miss Donna Reed, Winona, as
her maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Joan Schmidt, Spring
Grove, the groom's sister; Miss
Sharon Osmundson, Mabel,
and Mrs. Patrick McGill, Madison, Wis.
The groom's best man was
Neil Henry, Windom, Minn.
Groomsmen were John Sylling,
Spring Grove, and Richard
Arneson and Gerald Deters,
both of Minneapolis. Ushers
were Dan Harrington and Steph(LitcMonl'i Studio)
en Ellingson, both of MinneapoMr. and Mn. Michael Schmidt
lis, and Frank Dustin Jr., Rockford, ni.
GIVEN IN marriage by her
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
father, the hride wore a floorlength gown of white velvet with
a white fur trim. It was styled
witb an empire waist, A-line
skirt and long sleeves. Her
gown was made by her aunt,
Mrs. Arnold Strangstalien, Coon
Valley, Wis. Her ballerinalength veil was held by a crown
of white fur and her long
detachable train fell from the
shoulders. She carried a bouquet
of white poinsettia, surrounded
by white roses on a wide, red
velvet bow.
Her attendants wore floorlength gowns of ruby red velvet
with elbow-length sleeves. They
wore matching cabbage headpieces with short veils and carried white fur muffs trimmed
wit* red poinsettia and holly.
The bride's mother wore a
peacock-blue, crepe sheath and
the groom's mother, a two-piece
ensemble of red knit. Both had
corsages of white orchids.
Mrs. Ivan-©able was hostess
at the reception and two sisters
of the bride, Janice and Kathleen Reed, served punch. Others assisting were the Mmes.
•
MISS BARBARA^KAY LEDEBUHR'S engageGordon Pitel, Arnold Strangstament to Allen D. Holland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Amos
lien and Donald Gjerdrum, and
the Misses Linda and Maribeth
Holland, Lanesboro, Minn., is announced by her parReed. Personal attendants were
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Ledebuhr, Houston, Minn.
the Misses Marian Isackson and
A Jan. 2 wedding is being planned at the Cross of
SyMa Thompson.
Christ Lutheran Church, Houston. Miss Ledebuhr
The bride ia a student nurse
attended
Houston High School. Her fiance attended
at Hennepin County General
Lanesboro
High School and is currently employed
Hospital School of Nursing. The
in
Winona.
the
Unia
graduate
of
groom,
versity ot Minnesota, will be
employed by IBM in January. CHRISTMAS SUPPER
Former Winonan
They will be at home at 2712 EITRICK, Wis. (Special) Pillsbury Are. S., Minneapolis. Teachers of the Gale-Ettricl Wed at Minneota
High School held a spaghett
Robert Fay, son of Mr. and
supper and exchange of Christ Mrs. John F. Fay, Fergus
Angst-Soares
mas gifts at the home of Mr Falls, Minn., and Miss Ardell
Vows Exchanged
and Mrs. Arthur Runnestrani Jorgensen, daughter of Mr. and
Kenneth Temple Angst, son ol Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Harold Jorgensen, Lynd,
Mr, and lire. LaVerne Angst,
Minn., were married Dec. 18
Del Cerro, Calif., and grandson SPRING GROVE CLUB
at Hope Lutheran Church, Minof Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Angst,
neota, Minn.
(Spe
Minn.
SPRING
GROVE,
Gilmore Valley, and the late
The Fays are former Winona
John E. Temple, was married dal) — The Chautauqua Studj residents. John Fay was a
its
Christmas
Club
will
hold
Nov. 27 in California.
lockman at *Whitman Dam for
He was married to Miss party at the home of Mrs. C. O many years.
hostess*
Assisting
Ulven
tonight.
Judith Marie Soarea, daughter
Given in marriage by her
of Mr. and Mrs. George Perry es will be tbe Mmes. Lorents father, the bride wore a floorClarence
Genora
Rank,
Myrah,
at
St.
Agnes
Scares, San Diego,
length gown of lace-covered
Bjorlo and Clarence Ike.
Catholic Church, San Diego.
satin with long sleeves. She
carried a bouquet of red and
_mWmm ^MMmm
_mm_ \I Spoelal Holiday Matinee* 1:15 white roses.
MMt *\Wm
at
nTTTT TTTTT"! I
3s*.so*-75*
A reception v^gs held
the
7:15-9:1$
at
}
Ml*"
church. Pouring were Mrs.
1 A II t kTJ k f L I
David Carlson, Fergus Falls,
and Mrs. Donald Stedman, 608
Clarks Lane, an aunt. A supper
• SEE IT NOW •
for 150 guests was given by the
bride's parents.
The newlyweds are now al
home at Fergus Falls Rt. 1.
Mr. Fay is taking industrial
drafting and design at North
Dakota State School of Science
and is employed at The Music
Store. Mrs. Fay is a student
at Hitter's School of Beauty
Culture.
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PEACE CORPS TEST
The Peace Corps entrance
examination will be given at
the post office here at 9 a.m.
Jan. 8.
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JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (A P) - SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
Wearly 100 men, women and Helen Hayes ' $2,000 nutria coat
c h i Id r c n interrupted their is bringing Christmas cheer to
Christmas weekend Sunday for needy South Korean students.
a three-hour peace vigil near The American actress took
the LBJ Ranch, urging President Johnson to use the power the coat off before hoarding a
of his office to bring peace in plane Saturday at Seoul InterViet Nam.
national Airport. She handed It
They called on Johnson's ad- to a U.S. Embassy employe and
ministration to set the time and asked that proceeds from its
place for a peac* conference. sale be used for the Korean stuThe demonstrator., many of dents.
whom had come more than 200 Miss Hayes was leaving after
miles to take part in the vigil, a 23-day tour to entertain Amerstood silently on the grass along- ican servicemen.
side Ranch Road 1, which passes in front of the President's Vending Operator
ranch about 3 miles away.
They left their posts in late Robbed of $3,000
afternoon to return home after
a letter was given to Secret MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — BurService agent Clarence Knetsch, glars stole $3,000 in cash from
for delivery to the President the home of Rudolph J. RieschI,
who is at the ranch for the holi- who runs a vending machine
route, police reported Sunday.
days.
Knetsch promised two spokes- Officers said $1,600 was taken
men for the demonstrators a re- from a hiding place behind a
fily either before they left or by mounted deer head and the rest
I was in coins.
etter later in the week.
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We wish to thank the many
Winona and area people who
have taken advantage of our
dry cleaning special and have
become regular customer*. To
show our appreciation of this
response, we at TUItNER'S
CLEANERS 4 LAUNDERERS
plan to continue this special
to Jan. 1st.
We will professionally clean
and press every second garment FREE OF CHARGE. Pay
the regular Winona cleaning
price for the first garment; get
every second on* free. No limit
on the number of garments.
Sale applies only to garments
brought to our plant at 118 West
4th, cash and carry.
Remember we also have complete shirt, laundry and flatwork service with all work done
in our plant. Student discounts.

Helen Hayes
Offers Coat for
Needy Students

By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. D. young people with two tons of
equipment in the form of an
University of S. Calif.
automobile and
"Keep your mind on what on our highwaysturn them loose
,
you're doing," is good ad-vice Just as important, the into anyone — in school and out. dividual student who receives
Good students are good driv- this type cf safety training
has
ers. Failing students have more a better chance
for success in
automobile accidents.
ail of his endeavors.
¦
Jobn was on the ragged
T H E ENGAGEMENT edge toward failing in each of
of Miss Marion Stehr to Har- his college freshman courses. Genera l Wheeler
vey Kelley, son of Mr. and His driver's license had been Receives
Award
Mrs. Dewey Kelley, Lake suspended for three months due
to
numerous
traffic
violations
Crystal, Minn., is announced
BANGKOK (AP)-Gen. Earle
accidents.
G. Wheeler, chairman of the
by her parents, Mr. and and
One of his teachers interested
Mrs. Ernest Stehr, Lake him in developing a different U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff , was
City, Minn. A June wedding approach to his schoolwork. He awarded one of Thailand's highis being planned. Miss Stehr, was to give it his undivided at- est decorations today by Prea graduate of Goodhue High tention whether it was reading mier Thanom Kittikachorn.
School, is a senior at Man- an assignment, taking a test or The award is the Most Exalted Order of the White Elephant,
kato State College. Her writing a theme.
first class.
This
teacher
also
suggested
fiance, a graduate of Manto
John
that
the
same
attenWheeler a r r i v e d Saturday
kato State College, is curtion
should
be
given
to
driving
from
Saigon for an orientation
rently teaching at Backus, an automobile or to any other
visit
before
flying to T a i p e i
Minn.
especially
if
it
was
activity,
Wednesday.
¦
. i
¦
«____________________________________¦_______ i hazardous.
JOHN WAS successful ia developing the habit of paying attention to what he was doing.
His grades improved and, there
were no more traffic accidents
and traffic tickets. He graduated from college and is now
teaching mathematics in a high
school. He is no longer what is
generally called accident-prone.
The habit of careful attention,
once established, carries over
into many activities. However,
at the start it must be developed in specific situations. Safety
training has been > particularly
successful when reminders to
pay attention are given with the
development of the habit in
mind.
Students at an Orlando, Fla.,
MISS BARBARA ANN junior high school were remindBAUTCH'S engagement to ed to take care in walking down
James Hartman, son of Mr. the stairs, to take care in passand Mrs. John Hartman, ing down the corridors, to take
in certain games on the
Alma, Wis., is announced care
playground, to take care on the
by her parents, Mr. and trip home.
Mrs. A. L. Bautch, Nelson,
These reminders were given
Wis.
at appropriate times and also
¦
in sufficient frequency so that
students did show more attenHoffmans
Ralph
tion to their actions in these sitOn California Trip uations. The serious accident
was reduced 35 percent,
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) rate
and
the
minor accident rate by
— Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hoff- 25 percent
.
WHITEST BLEACHED MUSLIN . . . OVER 130 THREADS PER SQ. INCH.
man, Lake City, are oa a trip
.
.
to California, following their THIS ATTENTION to the talk
FAMOUS
PEPPERELL
QUALITY
SHEETS
—
PILLOW
CASES
Dec. 18 marriage at St. John's at band is apparently a generLutheran Church. The Rev. al habit and nas a carry-over
Ralph Goede officiated.
one activity to another.
The bride is the former Miss from
Having gained the habit of
Ida Soxnmer.
speAttending the couple were paying attention in certain
Orlando
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mahler, cific situations, thesepay
South St. Paul, brother-in-law students appeared to weremore
doand sister of the bride. A recep- attention to what they
tion for members of the imme- ing in all situations, including
diate families was held, Follow- their academic work. Tbeir
ing tlie honeymoon, the newly- scholastic achievement showed
¦
m W B mWB WB B BB
S2.1? Quality
weds will make their home at measurable improvement
,
diArthur
W.
Schlichenmaier
407 S. 6th St., Lake City.
The bride was honored at pre- rector of safety education at
PILLOW CASES — Regular 98c pr. — NOW 78c PAIR
nupUal parties by tbe teachers this school, is to be compli- .
from Washington School at mented on its success.
Berlin's Cafe, and by Mrs. The junior high age is our
Michael Corrigan, Mrs. Paul last chance to develop the habFroyd and Mrs: Roy Munger, it of attentiveness to the task at
hand before we furnish these
at the Corrigan home.
20-Ox. — Red Label
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Turner's Cleaners
Offers Every
Second Garment
Cleaned FREE

Peace Vigil
Al LBJ Ranch

GORHAM STERLING
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1 Sugar Spoon
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Son* N.w Annuals For 1966
we project our thoughts ahead to the new annual flowers
AS for 1968, it seems as
though the various new varieties of
marigolds, asters, zinnias, snapdragons and petunias lead the
parade as usual.
The Burpee Company, one of the largest producers of lybrid
annual flower seeds in the country, gives us a further preview
of what will be forthcoming in the New Year. When one realizes
tbat many new varieties of Fl hyfcrid annuals are developed each
y«ar by the hybridizers, and that millions of these are grown
in tha gardens all over the country, it is evident that the flower
lovers of America have taken
tbe lovely annuals to their are normally
present. A
hearts with full accord.
chromosome is one of the small
At the top of the list of new bodies
usually definite in numintroductions for 1966 is the Yelber
in
the
cells of a given spelow Nugget marigold, the first
and only dwarf species hybrid cies and a change in the nummarigold ever developed. This ber of these bodies causes a radis a product of the Burpee Com- ical change in the new plant
pany hybridizers and illustrates itself. An American marigold is
the current flower fashion trend one of the parents and a French
toward the large-flowered and marigold with twice the number
prolific dwarf types. Yellow of chromosomes is the other.
Nugget is really a different
AS IS THE caie with other
mangold and a type that has species hybrids, this new mannot before been available to gar- gold cannot produce any seeds,
deners.
or become a parent itself.
The feature that -makes this Therefore, with no seeds to desuch a radically different mari- velop, the plant blooms continugold is the fact that it is a tri- ously and profusely from early
ploid, having three times the summer until frost. The flowernumber of chromosomes that ing period begins so early
and lasts so long that it has
been termed everblooming.
The blossoms are bright yellow, fully double and up to 2%
inches across. The plants ren.aln dwarf throughout the season and do not reach a greater
height than 12 inches under average gardening conditions.
Early in their growth the plantspread may average only about
15 inches, but by fall it may
reach a spread of 3 feet.
Another flower for 1966 that
is sure to attract attention is
the new Snow White aster which
is the beginning of a new series
of low asters covered with large
blooms. The plants are dwarf in
ammmmWB—mf
immm^y~sB0im
M______-___H________wKS59_v?<
Sl
growth and are only 10 inches
tall aiad 16 inches across, even
in the full splendor of heavy
flowering. The showy mass ot
^^BBBBBhm ^^B
t
glistening white double blossoms that completely cover the
dwarf plants is the crowning
MONOGRAM oil healer glory. The flowers retain their
crispness and vigor under the
featuring the
hot midsummer heat and will
a touch of cooling freshness
MA GIC MIXER BUR NER add
to sun drenched gardens.
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ANOTHER NEW marigold for
the coming year is Orange Peony. While tnis variety is not a
real dwarf, it can be classed
as a semi-dwarf, since it grows
only about 16 inches in height
and the same in spread. These
Sturdy plants carry aa abundance of intense orange colored
flowers up to 6 inches across
with lush peony-like petals. This
is one of the earliest blossoming of all of the American marigolds.
As might be expected there
are new varieties of zinnias as
well. New colors make their apEearance in the Whirligig varices along with the usual whirls
of colors tbat typify these large-
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flowered and fully doable
blooms.
Some of the snapdragons,
which are always progressive,
are taking on a new look. The
same can be said for the new
petunias.
Other Bew flowers as well as
the All-America Award Winners
will be discussed in later articles.
a
Ogden Phipps' Buckpasser,
crack 2-year-old colt, *was meant
to be a champion thoroughbred.
He is the so n of Tom Fool and
his dam, Busanda, defeated
males in the 1951 Suburban
Handicap.
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Q. A man was 65 im 1954.
He could not receive social
security benefits as he
didn't have enough work
credit. Can his widow qualify under the new law?
A. Yes, provided the deceased has credit for at least 9
months of work and the widow
is 72.
Q. I receive social security benefits for myself and
my child. If I sell my home
and get a down payment
plus monthly payments, will
tbis affect our social security checks?
A. No. In determining whether you meet the retirement test,
only income earned ia employment or self-employment is
counted.
Q. What -will my social
security contribution rate b*
for 1966?
A. If yoa are an employe, ycu
will pay 4.2 percent of your
wages in 1966, and if you are
self-employed, it will be 6.15
percent. Also, you wages and
self-employment earnings up to
$6,600 will count for social security in 1966.
Q. I was 71 last .April. I
was turned down fox benefits before because I had
not worked under social security long enough to qualify. Can I get benefits under the law?
A. No. You need 6 quarters
ol coverage to qualify ior
monthly payments. Tou can
qualify for hospital benefits,
though, since you are €5. Check
with your social security district
office soon so your eligibility
can be established.
Q. My husband died in
1951 and only had 3 quarters of coverage. Can 1
qualify for benefits as his
widow under the new law?
A. Yes, if you are 72 years
old arid don't get benefits on
your own record.
Q. My chiJd will be 18 next
year. He plans to continue
in school. Will his benefits
continue?
A. Yes, provided he is taking
a full-time course in an approved school. Practically all high
schools and - colleges are ap
proved. Get in touch with your
social security district office
a month or two before he is 18
and let them know that he will
be in school.
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How to Build, Buy
Or Sell Your Home

House of the Week

2-Story Designed for Large Family

By ANDY LANG
Many custom* and traditions
known to the early settlers have
been preserved by later generation* of Americans (or use in
houses being produced today.
Much of the detail used
now can be traced to original
houses erected in the 18th and
39t h centuries .
AROHirKCT Herman H. York
Is one of those who specializes
jn using many of the forms of
the past in his houses , whether
thrv be traditional or modern.
The important consideration
is not the style of the structure ,
hut whether it is designed well ,
whether its proportions are
pleasing to the eye , whether the
textures of materials used are
in keeping with the style , whether the various elements of the
house are in balance and whether the colors compliment the
whole.
Care has been taken by York
in this House of the Week to
make all elements of the floor
plan and exterior a balanced
part of the entire house. Where
there are five bedrooms, plus
x guest room, the need for living and dining areas large
enough to accommodate the
number of persons who will occupy such a home is of prime
Importance.

G-16 Statistics

INVITATION TO COMFORT . . . The
large covered entranceway, bay window and
other time-t est ed exterior touches give this

two story house a pleasant appearance and a
promise of good living on the inside.

Property Transfers
In Winona County

CONSIDERATION must be
given , too, to the modified and
somewhat conflicting modern
attitude toward "togetherness."
While today 's family looks for
rooms in which privacy can be
achieved, thus insuring a degree of "apartness," there is
still a need for an informal
gathering place.
Whether it is called a family
room or a "Keeping Room," as
In this house, it provides a place
for family members to get together. And since it is obvious
that in a house with five bedrooms, several members of this
family will be young children ,
it is necessary that their play
be supervised from the kitchen.
Hence , the location of the
"Keeping Room" within sight of
the kitchen.
0/ special note in this plan is
the curved balcony section In
the kitchen, two steps above
the family area. The fireplace
is strategically placed, in full
view of the kitchen-dinette.
Easy access to the rear terrace
is provided by means of sliding
glass doors adjacent to a barbecue.
THERE ARE two additional
rear entrances — one directly
into the kitchen and another
from the rear yard into the laundry and mud room. Here, a toilet and lavatory are found near
the garage and garden stora^f,
insuring not only convenience
but eliminating the possibility
of tracking up carpeted rooms.
The extra bedroom shown
here as a guest room can be
used , if desired, as a den for
business or professional use.
FLOOR PLANS . . . Large family can be
that can be converted to a sixth bedroom on
With an optional exterior door accommodated in this layout , with five bedthe first floor.
to this room, is would be unnec- rooms on the second floor and a guest room
essary to use the main en,
trance door.
The architect suggests the arrangement with the dining 5J can be used as a den, nurs- ! tub and water closet . The mas<
TV room or sitting space ter bath has a shower stall of
possibility of locating the gar- room/has an attractive bay win- ery,
I the addition of a door open- extra size. Eoth upstairs fcathage doors at the side of the dow at the front of the house by
i where shown. The sun deck rooms have windows.
house if the property is wide and a fire-place at the side, ing
i the rear of the master bed- With modest overall dimenenough to allow a 30 foot di- There are entrances to the at
i
room
is built of redwood.
mension to swing the car. The kitchen from either room.
sions of 59 feet by 36 feet 1
front elevation in this arrange- On the upper level , the five BECAUSE of the number of inch , design G-I6 has a Int of
ment will show windows in bedrooms are arranged to pro- bedrooms,
I
the hall bathroom is living space — 1,344 square feet
(
place of the doors.
vide flexibility. Should fewer designed
in a split arrange- on the first floor, 1 ,018 on the
THE LIVING ROOM , In an I_ rooms bp needed , bedroom No. ment
, with three lavatories , a second floor .
i
NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

MARY WORTH

Design G-16 has a living
room, dining room , kitchendinette , keeping room, gu'st
room, lavatory, laundry,
pantry, large foyer , covered
entry, two-car garage and
terrace on the first floor ,
with a habitable area cf
1.344 square f eet.
There are five bedrooms
and two baths on the second
fl oor , with a living area «f
1.018 square feet. A cellar
Is prov'ded under the living room, dining room and
kitch'n. Over-all dimensions
are 59 feet by 36 feet 1
Inch.

By Saunders and Ernst

WARRANTY DEED
Carl G. Breitlow el ux lo Breitlow Funeral Home, Inc.—Part ol Outtot JO,
Plumer 's Add . to Winona .
Carl G. Breitlow et ux to Joh n R.
Breitlow—Lol 2, Block 31, Lots 2 and
3, Block 3, Curtis Fou rth Add. to Winona.
Frieda M. Grlesel to Arthur Orllkow.kl et ux—Pari of NW'i ol SE14 of Sec.
1B 107-7 lying between RR end highway.
Frieda M. Grlesel to V ictor Orlikowski et ux—W . ' .lS'/j It. -ol Lot 5 and E.
6 It. ol Lot .i. Block 6, Riverside Add.
to Winona .
Arthur Orlikowski el ux to Thomas J.
Lanse et ux-Part of NW'-i of SE'/- of
and
lying between R R
Sec. 18-107-7
highway.
Erwin Michael to Frederick G. Plena
et ux-200 ft. by 220 tt. In the NW'A
of SW' .i of Sec . 33-107-7 .
David Pasrklewicz et ux to the Board
of Education—Part of E. M ft. of Lot 2.
Lake-Side Out-Lots to Winona In Sec.
28-107-7 .
Elsie Llnkei* to Carroll W. Schmidt et
ux—Lot II, Block 1, Randall's Add . to
Wlriona,
F red R. Millard et ux to . Kenneth F.
Millard et ux—Lot 12, Millard' s Add. to
St. Charles .
Julius C. Renk to Albert M. Clsewjkl et ux—Part ol W'/a ol WVi of Sec.
12-106-8.
Co., Inc., to
Winona Management
Country Kitchen Restaurants, Inc.—Lots
6, 7 and 8, Pleasant* Valley Terrace
Subd. No. 1 and Lots 7 and 8, Pleasant
Valley Terrace Subd . No. 2.
Glen O. Brems et ux to the Board ot
Education—Part ot W . SO ft. ot E. 105
ft. of Lot 7, Lake-Side Out-Lots fo Winona
.
In Sec . 28-107-7 .
Charles A. Milton et ux to the Board
of Education—Part of E. 50 ft. ol Lot 8
and of W. 10 ft. ol Lot 7, Lake-Sid« OutLots to Winona In Sec. 28-107-7.
Budd G. Squires to the Board of Education—Part of Lot 1, Lake-Side OulLots to Winona in Sec . 38-107-7 .
Marvin Schroeder et ux to the Board
of Education—Part ol Lot I, Lake-Side
Out-Lots to Winona in Sec. 28- 107-7.
Bruce E. McNally et* ux to Angus R .
Cal lender—Lot 10, except E. 74.99 ft.
thereof and E. 51.66 ft- ,of Lot 11, Westmoreland Add. to Winona.
Lottie Vierus to the Board of Education—Part of Lot 5, Lake-Side Out-Lots
to Winona In Sec. 28-107-7.
Harold E. Armstrong et ux to the
Board of Education—Part of W'/i of Lot
8, Lake-Side Out-Lots to Winona In
Sec. 28-107-7 .
Agnes Knopp et al to the Board of
Education—Part of E. 55 ft. of Lot 7,
Lake-Side Out-Lots to Winona In Sec.
28-107-7.
Theodore Eriekson to the Board of
Education—Part ol Lot 9, Lake-Side OutLots fo Winona Ih Sec. 28-107-7.
Elsa Gaulke to Lefcoy Gaulke— Vh of
SE',i of Sec. 29; W'A of SW'/4 and NW'A
of Sec. 28-107-8 except SW'/4 of SE'/i of
NWV'.k of said Sec . 28.
Mary B. Blank to Norman Fried et
al—Lot 28, Block 2, Randall' s Snd Add .
to Winona.
¦Charles Rockwell to Sophia R . Greener—Lot 17, Block 6, Belmont Add. to
Winona, and part of "Exception" piece In
said Block .
Martha E. SteltbacMer to Stanley C
Whetstone ef al—Part of Lot 53, Minneso ta City.
Frank A . Groth et ux to Statt of
M innesota— Part of SE'i of NW'A and
of SWV« of NW'/4 of Sec. 8-105*6.
Ruby Martinson to State of Minnesota—Pert of SVi of NW'A of Sec. 7105-*.
Edgar G. Bunke et ux to Wllmer L.
Larson et -JX — Lot 7, Block 3, Clark 4
Johnson's Add. to Winona .
George C Spalding et ux to Stat* of
Minnesota—Part of NW'A of SE'A of Sec.
•MOS--.
Sam I. Sperbeck to State of Minnesota-Part of NE'A ol SE'A of Sec. I105-<S.
Lawrence Knaut to Vance Knaul—SE\4
of Sec. 28 and E . 15 acres of SE'A of
NE'A of Sec. 31-105-10.
Paint Depot, Inc., to Gregory J. Huber et ux—W'ly 80 It. ot Lot 11 , Block
44, Hamilton's Add . lo Winona.
George W , Rlehman et ux to John A.
Cunningham et ux—Part of Lots i, 7
and 10, Block 124, O.P . of Winona.
Roderic k Breyer ef ox fo State of Minnesota-Part ol SW"< of NE'4 and of
NW'A of NE'A ol Sec. 11-105-6 .,
Howard Stedman el ux to State of
Minnesota—Part of NW'A of S W . '« of Sec.
6-105*5.
Robert K. Neumann et ux to State of
Minnesota—Part of N' j ol N"» of SWVi
ot Sec. 10 and of NEU of SE'A ot Sec.
9-1054 .
QUIT CLAI M DEED
Lorraine Knopp to LeRoy E . Jesnoch
et ux—Lot 1, Block 2, John Knopp's
Add. to Winona.
Elizabeth Heuer to Raymond Wlskow
et ux—Part of Sec. 1 -108-9 .
Julius Groth «f ux to Ridgeway Lutheran Church-Perf of SE'A of NW'A of
Sec . 9 105-4 ,
H. K. B rehmer lo Elmer ». Harmon
et ux E. 2 ft. of Lot 5 and all ot Lot
4. Block 101, O.P . of Winona.
Elmer S . Harmon el ux to H . K.
Brehmer- E, 2 It. of Lot 5 and all of
Lot 4, Block 101, O.P . of Winona.
James R . Rowan «t ux to Harold J.
Libera Part ot Lots 1 and 2. Block 1,
Gale & Kohnfr 's Add. to Winona.
Archie Cocker et al to James M. Wilson et ux Part of Lot 2, Block 22, O.P.
St . Charier
Harold J . Llbtra et ux to Bernardlne
D. Rowan Part ot Lots 1 and J, Block
I , Gale & K oli rui i Add. lo Winona .
FINAL DECREE
Clara Veraguth, decedent, to William L.
L oedlng, el al Lot «, Berry ' s Add. to
Winona.
Fred Prigge . decedent, to Lucille Prigge it al—JO acres S. of road In W-, of
IME' 4 end N' i ol S E' i ot Sec . 12-104-9 .
PROBATE DEED
Waller P. K nopp, decedent, by *t*c .
to leHoy fi. jAMio -h el ux Lot I, Block
a, John Knopp 'i Add. lo Winona.
Ailelaide Urosifl, decedent, by exec ,
Jo Frank Bro .lo tt ux -That pari of
¦W'.-i ol Sec . 4-107-9 lying N. of highway
J_ IK1 SE' . of Sec. I-10M0 .
Reglna Pasiklewlcz, decedent, by exec ,
to Emil M, Grulkowakl et u x — E V i ot Lot
3, moc k a, Riverside Add. to Winona .
Mary G lee Griswold, decedent , by ex-

Full study plan Information on this architect-designed House
of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in
hand you can obtain a contractor 's estimate.
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "VOUR HOMEHow to Build, Buy or Sell It." Included in it are small reproductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
News.
?
Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprints on Design G-l*
?
Enclosed Is tl for "YOUR HOME" booklet
NAME
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Barge Loading
Facility Set
For Harbor
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Mobilheat

For Christmas Party

ec, to James F. Rowan et ux—Lot
3, Block 109, O.P. of Winona
FINAL CERTIFICATC
State of Minnesota vs. Wesley Gasklll
et al—Block 70; Block 69; Lots 1, 2
and 3, B lock 116; Lots 1, 4, 5 and 6,
Block 56, Lois 1, 4, 5 and 6, Block
57; Block 58; Block 59; Block 67; Lots
2 and 8, Block 117; Blocks 12 and 60,
Village of Dresbach ,- part of NE'A ol
NE'A ot Sec. 19-105-4; part of Gov 't
Lots 7, 6 and 4 and of SE'A of SW'A of
Sec. 20; part of Gov't Lot 1, Sec 17;
part of Gov 't Lot
*, Sec . 18; part ol
Gov 't Lot 1, Sec. 28, and part of Gov 't
Lot I and of lh* SE'A of NE'A of Sec.
29-105-4.

lYlE'S

Highway 61
Minnesota Ctty
for
"QUALITY FLOOR
COVERINGS AT
SENSIBLE PRICES"

MI1MNEAPOLIS (AP)-When
the descendants of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Frank ViUella get together, tbey have to hire a hall.
That's just what the family
did Sunday for their Christmas
party . A total of 108 relatives
showed up for the event, held
at the Minneapolis Labor Temple .

CARPETING
Seamless Floors
by POLY-FLEC*
"The flooring of the
future . .. TODAY"

m B0IL

_wff ^

"

The complete floor is poured
from *:ans. It is unbelievable!
Beautiful ; never needs waxing; has built-in sheen; unaffected by stiletto heels; seamless; chemical , abrasion , and
slip r e s i s t a n t ; unlimited
color selections and yet is
comparable in cost to other
quality floor coverings.

REPAIRS
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WINONA BOILER & STEEL CO.

16J-147 Wttt Front Street

LINOLEUM
CERAMIC
FLOORS & WALLS

Phone SMS

Phone Anytime : 8-3105
(Winona Exchange)
Free Estimates
Lyle 8, Joann Ziegeweld,

"$AV E $$ WITH $EN$E"
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ELECTRIC SERVICE
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Wl DELIVER
AND INSTALL
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Elderly Couple
Found Dead at
Wisconsin Rapids

TABU

Frank Olaughlln
Plumbing & Heating Co.
JOT A . Third St. Phone 3703

• Pe-lntlng-DeeoreHnf
Taping
• Dri-Well
and Exterior
Interior
•
Painting

INTERNATIONAL FALLS,
Minn. (AP)-The body of Peter
General Contractor
Horneth, about 66, was found
Saturday in the ruins of an
Inirnational Falls rooming
house that burned Christmas
Eve. Several other persons esw WMt
caped from the burning build- \k
xClBs,
A permit for construction of ing, which was largely a refuge V «"i
' | Belleview
loading facilities at the com- for pensioners.
mercial boat harbor was the
^__ W
Phone 8-3134
largest of three building permits
issued last week at the city
engineer's office.
The permit was taken by
• Formica Tept
« Kitchen Cabinet.
Peavey Co., Minneapolis, for
• Tappan ApplUncH
• Wardrobe**
construction of new barge load• Desks e Vanltlts
• Stort Fixture*
ing facilities for Elevator F at
FREE
ESTIMATES
1155 Municipal Harbor Rd.
Cost of the job was estimated
at $16,000 and the contractor is
T. E, Ibberson Co., St . Louis
WISCONSIN RAPIDS, Wis. Wl
Park , Minn.
Robert Westberg, 974M* W. —An elderly couple was found
2nd St., received a permit to shot to death Sunday night in
remodel a building at 102 Stone what authorities ruled a murSt., as a three-family residence. der and suicide.
Cost was listed at $2,500.
The shootings evidently hapThe other permit went to pened Christmas Day, investiMrs. Susie Drazkowski, 970 W. gators said. There was m$ appar3rd St., for enclosure of a front
ent motive.
porch.
Tlougan Rusco is the contrac- Killed were Henry Ruess, 82,
Burns Cleaner
and his wife, Anna, 78.
tor for the $200 job.
and Hotter
Going into the last week of
Their bodies were found in the
the year the total valuation of kitchen of their farm home
building permits issued in 1965 near "Vesper, 10 miles north- JOSWICK'S FU EL
now is $7,080,202. This includes west of here, when their daugh& OIL
the estimated cost of 28 houses ter and son-in-law came to the
for which permits were written . house for a Christmas weekend
90? East Sanborn St.
At the same date a year ago
Phone 3389
the total was 55,826,869 and visit.
there had been 53 new house Authorities said both victims
Where yon gel more heat
had been struck by blasts from
permits issued.
at lower cost.
a 12-gauge shotgun.
County Deputy Coroner
Building in Winona Dr."Woo-d
Louis Pfeiffer ruled the
1965 dollar volume $7 ,080,202
deaths homicide and suicide.
Commercial . . . . . . . 1,863,674
He said Ruess evidently shot
Residential . . . . . . . 819,787
his
wife, then took his own life.
Public (nonNo
note was found.
taxable )
4,396,741
New houses
28
Volume same
Family Hires Hall
JJjD&L QDJDSLhinSf,
date 1964 . . . . . . $ 6 ,826,869

/

'AfiRK

Body of Man Found
In Ruins of Fire

Bill Weaver

Phone 36J J
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¦
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Phone

9275

The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospita l

Winona Deaths

MONDAY
DECEMBER 27, 1 9*55

Two-State Deaths

Mrs. Judith M. Fuller

day at 2 p.m. at Goodrich Funeral Home, Durand, the Rev.
MiloB. Callow, Plum City Methodist Church, officiating. Burial
will be in the Arkansaw cemetery. Friends may call at the
funeral home this evening and
Tuesday after 9 a.m.

Frank Malesytcki
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
William Hub«r
—Frank Malesytcki, 76, died WABASHA, Minn. (Special) suddenly of a heart attack at William Huber, 79, formerly of
his. home Sunday at 9 a.m. He Wabasha, died at a Rochester
had been in failing health three hospital early Christmas Day
SATURDAY
years.
after being ill 2Vfe years with
ADMISSIONS
He was born March 4, 1889, cancer.
Mrs. Julius Rowekamp, 415
in the Dodge area to Joseph and He was born here June 30,
Dacota St.
Mary Jick Malesytcki. He at- 1886, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Mary Kosidowski, 671 E. Howtended
Sacred Heart School of Huber. He was a cook and barard St.
Pine
Creek
and was a member tender in Wabasha most of his
SUNDAY
of Sacred Heart Church and the life. He never married.
ADMISSIONS
Holy Name Society.
Surviving is one sister, Mrs.
Frank V. Cieminski, 1002 E
He married Blanche Malls- Cyrus (Louise) Hilyar, New
Sanborn St.
zewski Oct 29, 1912, at Sacred Richmond, Wis.
Donald Ball, Wl W. 2nd St.
Heart Church. He served on the The funeral service will be
Kevin Barr, Lewiston, Minn.
Town of Trempealeau board and Tuesday at 10 a.m, at St. Felix
was a director of Centervllle Co- Catholic Church, the Rt, Rev.
Mrs. Edwin Schaffner, Fo-un
Msgr. John Gengler officiating.
operative Creamery.
tain City, Wis.
Survivors are: His wife; four Burial will be in St. Felix CemeSandra Hunze, Winona Rt. 3
daughters, Mrs. Harry (Har- tery.
Dixie Hunze, Winona Rt. 3.
riet) Kleinschmidt, Mrs. Flor- Pallbearers vill be John BurHolland Boland 339 Elm St.
enty (Lavina) Kulas and Mrs. richter, .John Huber and ValenSteven Eide, Winona Rt. 2.
(Evelyn) Prondzinski, tine Scburhanuner, Wabasha,
Bernard
DISCHARGES
Winona, and Mrs. Frank (Max- and Hartley Buol, Joseph SchurMrs. Wesley Staublin, Foun*
ine) PeplinsJti Jr., "Trempea- hammer and Matt Arens, Keltain City, Wis.
leau;
10 grandchildren; one logg.
J o s e p h Grossell, Fountain
great-grandchild;
three half- Friends may call at AbbottCity, Wis.
brothers,
Joseph,
Galesville; Wise Funeral Home this afterCharles V. Waldo, 379 E. Waband evening. The Rosary
Andrew,
Trempealeau,
and Ben, noon
asha St.
will be said at 8 tonight by
Arcadia,
and
one
half-sister,
J ana Mullen, Rollingstone,
Mrs. Stella Hartwich, Winona. Msgr. Gengler.
Minn.
Two brothers, two sisters, three
Mrs. Sanford Arneson
BIRTH
half-brothers and one half-sis- BLAIR, Wis. (Special ) Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Hoialter have died.
Winona Funera ls
Mrs. Sanford Arneson, 55, died
men, 716V4 W. Broadway, a
Funeral services will be Wed- at 11:50 p.m. Sunday at Trison.
Felix Pronovost
nesday at 10 'a.m. at Sacred County Memorial H o s p i t a l ,
Funeral services for FeDx Heart Church, the Rev. Augus- Whitehall, after a long illness.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
Pronovost, 274 Viae St., were tine Sulik officiating. Burial will She was admitted Friday at 10
held Sunday at 7 p.m. at St. be in the church cemetery.
AURORA, Colo. — Mr. and John's Church, the Rev. Paul Pallbearers will be Florian p.m.
Mrs. Richard Goggins, a son E. Nelson officiating. Burial Kiedrowski, Barney Stellpflug, The former Viola Hanson, she
Sunday. Mrs. Goggins is the for- was in St. Mary's Cemetery.
Ben Walski, Sigmond Walski, was born Nov, 8, 1910, at Blair
mer Bernice White. She is the Pallbearers were A r t h u r Irwin Schlesser and Peter to Carlot and Julia Brekke Hanson. She was married Nov. 12,
daughter of Mrs. Glen White, Bard, August Prondzinski and Bautch.
1929, aod was a member of First
529 E. Howard St., Winona.
Friends
may
call
after
2
Judge John McGill of the EaLutheran Church, Blair, the
gles and Henry Brom, Joseph p.m. Tuesday at Watkowski Fu- ALCW, and Leah Circle.
neral
Home,
Winona.
The
RosTODAY'S BIRTHDAY
Votruba aid Ben Hadiey .
ary will be said at 8 p.m. by Fa- Survivors are: Her husband;
Jeffrey Richard Will, 850 44tb
two daughters, Mrs. Dominic
ther Sulik.
(Jane) Blaha. Coggon, Iowa,
Ave., Goodview, 2.
Albert Timm
and Mrs. David (Darlene) lunMINNEISKA , Minn. - Albert de, Taylor; 12 grandchildren;
FREE TB X-RAYS
Timm,
68, died Sunday morn- three brothers, Lloyd, Clarence
(Mon.-Wed.-Fn., IS p.m.
ing at St. Marys Hospital, Ro- and Joseph, Blair; two sisters,
Room 8, City Haiti
Chester, after a long illness. He Mrs. Aaron (Tilda) Granlund
Winona Co. residents Iret,
had farmed on Hoosier Ridge , and Cora , Blair; one niece and
others, $1 each.
east of Plainview, all his life . three nephews. Her father died
Last week ... . . . . . . . .
23
He was bora Sept. 19, 1897, in 1947 and her mother on Dec.
in Whitewater Township, Wi- 15.
Total since 1959
58,022,
WASHINGTON (AP)—A* U.S. nona County, to Albert and Au- Funeral services will be Wedlabor union plans to raise $1 per gusta Timm, and married nesday
at 2 p.m. at Blair First
WEATHER
member—a potential of nearly Grace Fenske June 3 , 1930.
Lutheran
Church, the Rev. K.
$300,000—to build a resettlement He had served on the Hoosier M. Urberg officiating. Burial
OTHER TEMPERATURES village for the thousands of ref- Ridge School board 20 years and
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ugees pouring into South Viet was president of the Watopa will be in Rest Haven Cemetery. Friends may call at Fred. High Low Pr. Nam.
Farm Bureau many Tyears.
erixon Funeral Home Tuesday
Albany, cloudy
28 l
The AFL - CIO International Survivors are: His wife ; one afternoon and Wednesday mornAlbuquerque, clear . 45 25
Union of Electrical Workers, son, Wilmar, at home; two ing and at the church after
Atlanta, clear
49 26
which has already raised thou- daughters, Clara, at home, and noon.
Bismarck, clear .... 19 -8 .03 sands of dollars for Christmas Evelyn, Winona; one brother,
Boise, snow
29 17 T presents and other gifts to Rudolph, Plainview, and one
Edward Zabinski
Boston, clear
41 17
sister, Mrs. Walter Neumann, D O D G E , Wis. (Special") fighting
men
in
Viet
American
Chicago, cloudy
32 2»
Nam, said the refugee village Plainview.
Edward Zabinski, 67, died SatCincinnati, cloudy .. 34 2L .. project
was decided on in con- Funeral services will be Tues- urday evening at St. Joseph's
Cleveland, cloudy .. 29 17
sultation with State Department day at 2 p.m, at Immanuel Lu- Hospital, Arcadia.
Denver, clear
41 15
theran Church, Plainview, the He apparently became ill with
Des Moines, clear .730 10 ., and other federal officials.
Rev. R. W. Riese officiating. a stroke Christmas morning;
Detroit, cloudy .. . .. 29 23
Burial will be in Greenwood
the family found him lying on
Fairbanks, snow .. -49 -42
Cemetery, Plainview.
Fort Worth, cloufy . 55 37 ..
Friends may call at Johnson- the kitchen floor.
Helena, cloudy
12 -8
Schriver Funeral Home until He was born Jan. 4, 1898, at
Honolulu, clear . . . . 80 67
noon Tuesday, and at the Dodge to Mr. and Mrs. Felix
Indianapolis, cloudy 35 29 ..
RED WING, Minn. CAP) — church from 1 p.m. until time Zabinski. He was a farmer and
spent all his life in this area.
Jacksonville, clear . 51 39 .. "Our Christmas tree is on fire ," of service.
Kansas City, clear .. 44 20 .. came the anxious voice of a Pallbearers will be Elmer and He attended Sacred Heart paLos Angeles, cloudy 64 48 .. woman who called tbe Red Wing Donald Timm, Omar Neumann, rochial school and was a memLouisville, clear — 38 21
fire department ChristmasEve. Charles Labisky, Forest Lam- ber of Sacred Heart Church and
Catholic Order of Foresters. He
Memphis, clear
46 23 .. "Hurry, hurry," she pleaded. precht and Franklin Folkert.
never married.
->
Miami, clear
She offered no address or name
70 55
Survivors are: One brother,
Clifford VV. McCauley
Milwaukee, cloudy* . 30 21
—then apparently dropped the
HARMONY, Minn. <Special)- John, with whom he lived; two
Mpls.-St.P., clear . 2 9 -1 .02 telephone,
New Orleans, clear 48 28
"Never mind," she said, re- Clifford W. McCauley, 51, Wa- nieces, Bernice, at home, and
New York, dear ... 47 ia
turning to the telephone a mo- terloo, Iowa, former area resi- Sister Elita, Austin, Minn.,
dent, died Saturday afternoon at and one nephew, Lavern, CenOkla. City, cloudy .. 52 37 .. ment later.
Omaha, clear
28 5 ..
"I got my husband a fire ex- St. Francis Hospital, Waterloo, tervllle. One sister, Mrs. Cecetinguisher for Christmas. He after entering the hospital ear- lia Peplinski, has died.
Phoenix, clear
65 M
lier in the day. He was em- Funeral services will be
Pittsburgh, cloudy . 31 18 .. used it on the tree."
ployed by Rath Packing Co., Tuesday at 10 a.m. at Sacred
Ptlnd, Me., clear . .. 38 13
average -20- .40 inch, melted, Waterloo.
Heart Church, the Rev. AugusRapid City, clear .. 17 -2
snow expected about midweek Bom June 20, 1914, in Bluff- tine Sulik officiating. A pre.
St. Louis, cloudy .. 41 25
and again Friday and Saturday. ton, Iowa, to Mr. and Mrs. Wal- liminary service will be held at
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 35 12
WISCONSIN - T u e s d a y ter McCauley, he lived in Burr the funeral home at 9. Burial
San Fran., cloudy .. 50 44
Saturday temperatures Oak, Iowa, before moving to will be in Sacred Heart Cemethrough
Seattle, rain
37 34 .56
are expected to average near Waterloo 24 years ago.
tery.
Washington, clear .. 46 20
normal. Normal high 30, normal He was a member of St. Jo- Pallbearers will be Roman
Winnipeg, cloudy .. . 21 7
low 13. Colder Tuesday, follow- seph Catholic Church, Waterloo, Dorava, Harry Kulas, Joe Ku(T-Trace ")
ed by some moderation in mid- Survivlors are: TVo brothers, jak, Florian Pellowski, Tony
EXTENDED FORECAST
week. Precipitation one-quai"Pueblo, Colo., and Zabinski and Eugene Zabinski.
MINNESOTA — T u e s d a y ter Inch water equivalent. Oc- Raymond,
Harmony;
two half- Friends may call at WatkowLeonard,
through Saturday temperatures casional snow or snow flurries brothers, Percy Ward,
Burr ski Funeral Home , Winona , bewill average from near normal about Wednesday and again toginning this afternoon. Tbe .RoHarry
Ward,
and
Oak,
Glenextreme southeast to 10 degrees ward the weekend.
Ariz.,
and
one
sister,
sary will be said by Father Sudale,
Mrs.
below normal northwest ; norAIEPORT WEATHER
(Bertha) Ramlo, Canton, lik at 8 p.m. today.
mal high 16-22 in north, 22-27 (North Central Observations ) Verl
¦
in south, normal low 5 below to Max. temp. 32 Sunday at 3 Minn.
Funeral
services
will
be
Wed5 above north, 4-10 above south; p.m., min. temp. 5 today at 8
10 a.m. at St. Agnes Cross Between
cold beginning of period, a lit- a.m., 8 today at noon, clear sky, nesday atPlymouth
Rock, Iowa, Zebra and Pony
Church,
tle warmer at midweek and visibility IB miles, west wind at
officiatthe
Rev.
R.
E.
Braun
30.50
and
barometer
warming likely towards end of 10 m.p.l.,
ing. Burial will be in St. Brid- PHOENIX, Ark. (AP) week; precipitation expected to rising, lumidity 51 percent.
get's Cemetery, Bluffton.
There's a new addition to the
Rosary will be said at 8 p.m. Earl Stuber ranch just west of
FREE
FREE — FREE — FREE — FRf E — FREE — FREE —
Tuesday at Abraham Funeral
Phoenix. It's a zeony, a cross
Home, Harmony.
I
—mMMMMMMMMMMW
Friends may call at the fu- between a zebra and a pony.
neral home after 5 p.m. Tues- "Stripes," a filly, was born
day.
last week. It has a zebra-shaped
zebra stripes and a redhead,
rgaret
Gone
Mrs. Ma
WABASHA, Minn. (SpeciaD- dish brown baby fur.
Mrs. Margaret Gosse, 53, died "Punch ," the zebra, also has
this morning at St. Marys Hos- been bred with a donkey, but
pital , Minneapolis. She became the donkey foal won't be born
ill Nov. 22.
another month or so.
Funeral arrangements are be- forThen
Stuber will have a zeoning completed by Buckmango along with his zeony.
ky
to
WabaHome,
Funeral
Schicrts
¦
sha.
Visiting hours: Medical me surgical
•itlent*: 2 to 4 and 7 to B:30 p.m. cn 0
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: Ito 3:30 and I ta
1:30 p-iti. CAduHs only.)

Mrs. Judith M. Fuller, 73, Joliet , 111., formerly 226 W. 4th St.,
Winona, died Friday in a Joliet
hospital after a three-day illness.
The former Judith M. Wolff ,
she was born Dec. 20, 1892, in
Sweden to MLr. and Mrs. Nels
Wolff . She had lived in Winona
for 19 years and moved to Joliet
a year ago, Before coming to
Winona she lived in Minneapolis. Her husband, Grover C.
Fuller, died July 5, 1964.
Survivors are: One daughter,
Mrs. Mary Lou Whitmore, Joliet, 111.; one brother, Willie
Wolff , Hopkins, and two sisters,
Mrs. Lillian McConnaughey,
Hopkins, and Mrs. Edgar (Alice ) Allard, Minneapolis. One
brother has died.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 11 a.m, at Burke's
Funeral Home, Dr. E. Clayton
B u r g e s s , Central Methodist
Church, officiating. Burial will
be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Tuesday from 7 to
9 p.m.

Union to Rais e
Money for Viet
Nam Refugees

Perfect Gift
For Tree Fire
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Close Watch on
DURAND , Wis. (Special) - Hawaiian Volcano
Clayton Barnes

Clayton Barnes, 75, Plum City,
Wis. , died Christmas Day at
noon at Baldwin Hospital, north
of Menomonie , Wis. He hud
^
jg been in failing health several
years.
Mr, Barnes was born at Eau
|
Gallo Sept. 6, 1800, to Mr. and
jg Mrs . Daniel Barnes , He was nn
g Arkansaw-area farmer all his
lie retired several
| life until
years ago nnd moved to Plum
City . He was a member of
Plum City Methodist Church.
Survivors : O n e daughter,
Mrs , William (Bernice) Metcalf ,
Woodville , Wis,, and f o u r
grandchildren. Hb wife died
Dec, 1.
Funeral services will be Tues-

£«=

—__ mm.__._____¦_.__________
— ——»——^^mmA—

HILO, Hawaii (AP) — Scientists are keeping a 24-hour
watch for earthquakes and another possible eruption of the
Aloi crater of Kilauea volcano.
The crater erupted unexpectedly Christmas Eve, but the
bright orange and red lava
fountains died down six hours
later. There hod been some minor earthquakes before the
eruption but scientists said they
had noticed none of the underground vibrations which usually
precede volcanic activity .
The crater is on Hawaii Island, in an unpopulated area
about 2O0 miles southeast of
Honolulu.

Road Deaths
Over 1,000 Minnesota Has
In Wisconsin Potential for

By THE ASSOCIATED PHESS
Eleven deaths during t h e
Christmas holiday have raised
Wisconsin's year-long traffic toll
past 1,000 for the second time. ST. PAUL - It's not yet time which traditionally can have as
The holiday period death to panic, but Minnesota "def- much snow as the rest of ths
count exceeded the eight report- initely has the potential'' for gen- winter months put together"
ed for the same span last year. erating a repeat performance of Strub said. "If we get as much
The highest toll for the Christ- last spring's record floods, says snow this March as we did last
mas period in recent years was the U. S. Weather Bureau's riv- year, the odds are strong that
er specialist.
we'll get a big flood. Whether
17 in 1960 and 1961.
The accidents shoved the 1965 JosephStrub, principal asssist- it's a real whopper depends,
NAHA, Okinawa (AP ) — The count to 1,007, compared with ant at the Weather Bureau, said again , on how rapidly the snow
U.S. Army said today it has 1,053 on this date a year ago, it takes a combination of five melts and runs off. We 've had
charged two GIs with aiding the The final toll for 1964 was 1,059
snowfall years with very
enemy during two years of Viet —- the first time Wisconsin's factors to produce such a flood, heavy
little
flooding
because of unusand
Minnesota
currently
has
Cong imprisonment and is in- highway fatality count had risually cold weather which held
vestigating to determine wheth- en above 1,000.
Vk
of
them."
"about
down the runoff rate. ''
er they will be put on trial.
"However, nobody can honMerlin
Schulz,
30.
of
WaterThe two soldiers are Sgt.
estly predict one way or the STILL ANOTHER factor, h«
George E. Smith of Chester, town was injured fatally Sunday other at this stage," Strub said . said, is when the melt sets in
W.Va,, and Spec. 4 Claude Mc- night when he was struck by a "So much depends on what hap- on Minnesota 's east-west rivers
Clure of Chattanooga, Tenn., car as he was changing a rear pens next March—it's just toe compared to the north-south rivwho were released by the Viet tire on his car along Highway early to tell now, Floods de- er runoff. Last year, he added,
Cong last month. They will re- 33 about one mile west of Hori- pend, ultimately, on the amount the east-west rivers fortunately
main on Okinawa until a final con.
of snow and the rate of melt, carried their heaviest load bedecision on their cases, the The driver of the otlier car things we won't have any firm fore the northern runoff came
told Dodge County traffic offi- figures on until toward the end booming down, "which saved
spokesman said.
cers that two automobiles were of next March.
the Twin Cities from an extra
After an extensive investiga- coming toward him and he did "We do definitely have the foot of water."
tion, he said, they were charged not see Schulz until it was too potential, but it's nothing to Strub admitted that at this
with preparing, furnishing and late.
panic about. On the other hand, stage, spring flood prediction is
delivering to the Viet Cong cer- In Schulz' car were bis wife , people should remain alert and somewhat like drawing three to
tain documents, statements and tbree children and another cou- not make plans on the assump- a full house in poker. The odds
writings inimical to the interest ple. He died two hours later in tion that a flood won't happen." are against it, but it can hapa Beaver Dam hospital.
of the United States.
pen—and you never know until
The spokesman said the two Norman F. Klongland, 21, THE FIRST-of the five spring you pick up the last card,
Special Forces men have been Madison, was injured fatally flood factors, he said, is excesprovided defense attorneys. In Sunday when his car struck two sive precipitation during precedaccordance with U.S. military cement pillars supporting the ing summer and fall. If the
procedure, their cases now are Highway 30 overpass on High- ground already is sopping wet
from summer and fall rains,
being studied to determine lf way 51 in Madison.
they will face a trial by court- Bradley L. Koch Jr., 21, Mil- spring snow melt has little place
waukee, died ba a Wausau hos- else to go but down the creeks
martial.
pital Sunday after his car struck and rivers.
Smith. 27. and McClure, 25, a utility pole along old Highway Moisture is what Minnesota
were captured in November 51 eight miles south of Wau- now has plenty of, Strub said
1963 when guerrillas overran tbe sau.
—currently a whopping 39.90
Hiep Hoa camp northeast of
inches compared with 24.78 inchMark Shimek , 20, Wauwatosa, es for an average year. The 1964
Saigon.
They were released last Nov. was killed Christmas afternoon total, which made up the ground
27 at the Cambodian border dur- when his car hit the side of a moisture before the 1965 spring ST. PAUL (AP ) — Persons
ing a period of demonstrations Chicago & North Western pas- floods, was 25.97 inches, just a who are interested in summer
in the United States against the senger train at a crossing north sprinkle or two above normal. jobs with the federal governViet Nam war. After a week in of Angelica in Shawano County. With nearly 15 inches of ex- ment must take a written exPhnom Penh, capital of Cam- The conductor leaped from the tra rainfall, the Mississippi still amination, and the deadline for
bodia, the two were flown to train to rescue Snimek's wife, is running very high for this filing an application—Jan. 3—ia
Bangkok and then to Okinawa. Mabel, 19, from a water-filled time of year. Last week the Mis- drawing near.
They denied to American tele- ditch where the car stopped. sissippi River level from La Eugene W. Spika, regional
vision newsmen that they had Mrs. Shimek was injured Crosse, Wis., on downriver was branch manager of the U.S.
told a news conference in Cam- critically. The couple, married the highest on record for the Civil Service Commission, pointbodia they would return to the only four months, had just start- date.
ed out today that nearly 50,000
United States and join the cam- ed to drive home after a Christjobs are expected to be filled,
paign against the war in Viet mas visit to the bride's parents' THE SECOND factor, Strub in all states as well as the Dishome at Krakow, three miles said, is how much the winter trict of Columbia.
Nam. ?
frost penetrates and seals tiie
The two claimed their state- north of the accident scene.
ments had been misinterpreted. An ll-month-old boy, Thomas ground. This in turn depends on Pay ranges from $282 to S370
CBS correspondent Murray Coenen of rural Appleton, was whether the ground gets an in- a month. Typical jobs are typist,
Fromson quoted Smith as sav- killed in a Christmas Day head- sulating layer of snow before the stenographer, clerk, engineer,
ing, "I did not use the word on collision on Highway 55 four first nose-nipping freeze hits. mathematician, and biological
'campaign.' What I said was miles north of Freedom in Out- Currently, Strub said, the and physical science aids.
that I would like to see strong agamie County. He was the son ground generally is frozen and Spika said tbe VA hour writefforts made to end the war in of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Coen- snow - covered north of a line ten exams, which are a new
en, who were among five other running through St. Cloud. Be- procedure, will be scheduled in
Viet Nam."
low that line, he said, the frost late January or early February.
NBC newsman Jack Perkins persons injured in the crash.
penetration could be very deep He said that lhe merit approach
said Smith told him he was subjected to "a poor man's brain- Another two - car collision if we get hard freezing before in filling jobs will provide equal
Christmas Day killed Mrs. Wil- snowfall.
washing."
opportunity for all applicants.
lard J. Fahrenknig, C5, Peshti- The other flood factors, he
go. The accident happened on said, are (3) the amount of snow All except a few federal sumHighway 41 five miles south of in March, (4) the rate of snow mer jobs will be filled through
Oconto.
melt in March-April, and (5) the written examination. ExRobert Cox, 48, Peshtigo, died whether it rains during the snow cluded will be so-called blua
Christmas night as his car melt.
collar jobs, some post office
struck a tree along a Peshtigo Minnesota got generous help- positions and others in the Nastreet.
ings of factors 3, 4, and 5 last tional Park Service.
James I/. Gutzmer, 21, of ru- spring, including a two-inch Information and application
ral Monroe, became the state's rainfall April 7 and 8.
cards are available through the
DETROIT (AP) - An Ameri- 1,000th reported
traffic victim
It
pretty
much
depends
on
Minneapolis or St. Paul post
can Airlines DCS with 61 per- on Christmas Eve when a tracamount of snowfall or pre- offices or the U.S. Civil Service
sons aboard was delayed two tor backed over him as he was the
cipitation we get in March, Commission.
hours at Metropolitan Airport trying to attach a toW cable to
Sunday night by • telephoned a car in a ditch on Monroe's
bomb threat.
north side.
Sheriff's Sgt. Casimer Kurek Other Christmas week-end vicsaid deputies who searched the tims, killed in separate acciplane found a box in ore piece dents in the first 24 hours ol
of luggage. It contained wires the 78-hour holiday span, includand transistors, but no explo- ed Samuel R. Stephens . 37, Minsive, he said.
neapolis, Minn.; Wesley J. WagKurek said officers were seek- ner , 28, Milton, and Walter C.
ing the owner of the box, who Kohlmeier. 49, Antigo,
was believed to have left on a
previous flight.
A Few Suggestions for Your jjPj l
The plane, bound for Rochester and Syracuse, N.Y., was
New Year's Parties
I4
halted after a male voice told
the airline's reservation office
Kebler Sea Toast
box 43* 4kY\
Pinah's Garlic Rye Chips
"there is a bomb on the plane
box 59* / 2 _ °|
Toasted Cornuts (very tasty)
that just left." The plane was 10
bap
29* *-&)
minutes behind schedule, how- HONG KONG (AP) -It came Nabisco Cocktail Crackers (many varieties )
box 4J* -J t"*-5_
two
days
late
but
it
was
the
big)
Cheese Filled Crisps (from Holland
can -89* °\y h
ever, and was still on the runbox 39* Z P
way when the call was made, gest Christmas party In Hong Burry 's Euphrates Crackers
Kong.
\p*Wy
the airline said .
U.S. sailors and American Aged White New Vork Cheddar Cheeae
lb. $1.10 tth \_*
, . lb. 75* VA^OT
medical missionaries today Well Aged Wisconsin Swiss
box 49* A5|p^
honded out 2 ,000 20-inch dolls, 2- Bo rden Camenbert
can 65* <V""t**-»
000 other toys, slabs of choco- Imported Edelweiss Cameml.rit
each 59* «A J\
late and hunks of cake to some Baby Goudas, 8-oz
pail i9t 'A^\
4,000 children of poor Chinese Cli<!dd.ir with Port Wine
JOMV
families.
Clierry
Wood
Smoked
enn
/S |
Oyster*
39*
The party was h«ld on the Rolled Anchovy Fillets
can 29« /mCv
floating clinic boats of Project Tiny
Martini Tomatoes
J >•¥
jm* 59f
Concern, a private American
89< and $1.**W 1© ^
DE PERE, Wis . m—A one- medical agency that treats hun- Pickled Mushrooms
Pickled Okra
pt. jar 69*. \xl ' .'
year-old boy died early today dreds of patients daily in Hong Hot
3.. ; -<iz. jar 59c ,Wt\*
Whitcfish
Caviar
in a bedroom fire which author- Kong's refugee-packed boat
ities said might have been start- shelter*.
ed by a short in an electric The party created a huge wablanket In the child's crib.
terways traffic jam. Scores of J>MA/L
The infant's mother and a larger junks and hundreds of
neighbor were driven back hy small sampans brought the chil- Good, solid pack. Best for serving in stow or in cocktails. *r*k\u*\
the flames and smoke as they dren to the clinic boats.
(1.29, S1.59 \ h \
tried to rescue the boy.
Hawaiian Macadamia Nuts
Biggest Grown Red Pistacliios
jar lit \
Another child who normally
^r$
Planter Dry Salt Peanuts and Mixed Nuts
slept in the bedroom had been
l^l-Y
in another room with his mothNoon Hour Herring Fillets
10*, S3t, 75* H\ "
er because he was suffering a
jm !»9* } U) t%
H-erring
Fillet
In
Cream
Sa
uce
cold.
Roll Mop 55* and GnffHbiter 57*
^c\.
qr*jliS
The victi m was Brad Gregory
can
fit.
Borden's ting Nog
65* ,\_A
Lasee, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Canada Dry , <J!n/;*?r Ale , Charged Water , Quinine Wiitw . t**H\
Reuben Lasee Jr.
Bilter Lemon. Lemon Sour. Collins Mix.
•wu'\
The fire broke out shortly aftcar insurance bvfH
^1
er midnight in the upstairs bed2-Lb. Maxwell House Coffee $1.29 PL)
room where the boy was sleep- ^W_ ^m famous low rates
ing.
mBat W and t<HP servica.
Real Live Mistletoe , bag . . . . 23c g|rap
Mrs. Lasee said she had
Contact ne today!
checked on her son an hour beUsinger 's Milwaukee Sausage
Jrf^
fore midnight and found nothing
, Bologna , KVi|
,
Bruunschweiger
,
Bratwurst
Salami
Wieners,
wrong.
126 *•*•¦ Broadvway
Polish Sausage.
TjjS^
The fire was confined to the prjQff|j |
children's bedroom in the frame
two-story bou.se.
FARMf^J
Another son, Frank, «_, was BTATE
MtilvtM»Ui»otlUlMtwiiic4C(Mii>*n)i mBm
sleeping downstairs with his Nt«H ow«i HMni-tlN, mutm l'-"-n
mother when the fire broke out,
Smith

McCIur*

Another Flood

2 GIs Freed
By Viet Cong
Face Charges

U.S. Requires
Written Exams
for Extra Jobs

Bomb Threat
Delays Plane

Hong Kong Has
Lafe Yule Party

Boy Dead in
De Pere Fire
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HgH "Pete" Polui

Pack Wins. But Will Scars Show?
RESULT SAME FOR CHARGERS AND KEMP
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Starr Injured ,
HornungAlso
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With Him, or Without Him!

SAN DIEGO. Calif. CAP)-San , Three years ago , Kemp InDiego Charger coach Sid Gill- curred B sprained finger on his
mnii once remarked : "We can't i throwing hand and the Chargers
win with .lack Kemp. "
* wanted to put him on the inApparently Gillman 's Charg- jured list. But the Bills executed
ers can 'I uin against him. ei- the coup of AFX history, picking up Kemp for the $100 waiver
ther
Kemp led the BuffaJo Bills to price.
thr American Football League Sportswriters selected Kemp
championship for the second the game's most valuable playstraight year Sunday, embar- 1 er, a role for which Jack was
rawing his former mates with J chosen by the Associated Press
-j) 23-0 shutout. He did it last ] for his play all year.
year. 20-7.
| Kemp got all the points he

needed In the first quarter by
firing an 18 - yard touchdown
strike to end Ernie Warlick .
Moments later, Butch Byrd
delivered the conquering blow
by racing 74 yards down the
sideline to score on a punt return.

yards.
Kemp completed 8 of 19 passes for 155 yards but his completions were made when needed.
Charger quarterback John
Hadl hit on 11 of 23 pass attempts for 140 yards but had
two interceptions and was
plagued by the hard - charging
Pete Gogolak managed to en- i BiU defenders.
ter the defensive stalemate long The Chargers threatened to
enough to boot three second half get on the scoreboard three
field goals of 11, 39 and 32 times. Two drives bogged down

New Year s
Eve Is One
Week Early

GREEN BAY , Wis. <*> - New
Year 's Eve arrived nearly a
week early Sunday night in
Green Bay, and one happy
Packers ' fan prophesied, "This
is just the beginning."
Countless fans crowded downtown bars to sip, shout and
sing in celebration of Green
Bay 's 12-10 sudden death victory over Baltimore for the
Western Conference Crown of
the National Football League.
With Packer players mixing
among the throngs, the faithful
toasted the title well past midnight in this city of only 64,500
where football is a civic religion.
"The celebration's going to
last right through Jan. 2," said
a Packer loyalist. Green Bay
will meet Eastern Conference
winner Cleveland here that day
for the NFL championship.
"If things go right next Sunday, we could have the longest
New "Year's Eve party in history," added another fan,
At one rapper clnb, half a
dozen players, including all-NFL
defensive backs Herb Adderley
and Willie Wood and veteran
linebacker Ray Nitschke, celebrated with their wives along
with the crowds. A. constant
stream of fans came up to snap
pictures and shake hands.
At another lounge, the crowd
sang victory songs far into the
night.
One night club owner added,
"We haven't had one little argument. Everybody's in real
great spirits. *' And police took
a lenient attitude, simply carting home the tipsy.

FANS ARE PARTISAN . . . . End Bill Anderson (88) of the Green Bay Packers gets
encouragement from fans as he runs to the
edge of stands from momentum of catching
pass in second quarter against -Baltimore
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Langs Pace Action
In Father-Son Loop
In the lone bowling action
over the weekend, the name of
Uu- game was Langs.
Bill Lang slapped 225—-541 and
.•.on Kraig Long 192—472 as
Lungs cop|>ed team honors of
:t?l-l , 10ti in the Westgate Father-Son League.

Chandler Is
Tickled Pink
GREEN BAY , Wis. i*> —
Don Chandler, the 31-yearold pro veteran who gave
the Green Bay Packers a
toehold toward their third
National Football League
title in five years , was as
happy as a teen-aged high
schooler here Sunday.
"I was tickled to death ,"
aaid the balding specialist
whose 25-yard field goal
brought Green ' Bay a 13-10
sudden death triumph over
Baltimore in the Western
Conference playoff duel.
"1 had no doubts (hat it
would be good," snid
Chandler. "There was no
wind. I just kicked it. This
has to be my greatest thrill
in pro football ."
Chandler expla ined, "I
just aimed right down th*
middle . I could IHI it was
going to be good."

This is the way other players described key plays in
the overtime victory that
put
the
Packers into
next Sunday 's championship
game here against Cleveland .
Carroll Dale, telling of his
IB-yard pass catch on the
sidelines that moved the
Packers to the Baltimore 2»

It was the fourth time the
Chargers lost an AFL title
game, winning only in 1963. The
Bills are 2-0 in the big one.
A crowd of 30,361 witnessed
the battle in Balboa Stadium.
The Bills received $5,189.92
apiece for winning and the
Chargers, $3,447.85 for losing.

VINCE LOMBARDI
Must Fill Gaps

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) The Green Bay Packers have
survived a fight to the death
against the gallant Baltimore
Colts, but the scars may show
next Sunday when they face
Cleveland for the National Football League title.
Injured Packer quarterback
Bart Starr and halfback Paul
Hornung couldn't hide the pain
in the lockerroom after a 25yard * Don Chandler field goal

Browns' Drills
Were for Pack

CLEVELAND tf) — Cleveland Browns
Coach Blanton Collier had a press box view
bf his opponent for next Sunday's National
Football League championship game.
Collier and other members of the Browns
coaching staff watched in Green Bay Sunday
as the Packers defeated the Baltimore Colts
13-10 for the Western Conference title in a
sudden death overtime game.
it
^ Collier said was "a great game by two
__ good
clubs"~ and specifically mentioned the
work of the "two great defensive teams."
He said he and his staff had not formulated their plans for the championship game,
"but we did work last week on the assumption that Green Bay would win."
He added that he didn't pick out any
particular weakness in the Green Bay offense
or defense with the personalized scouting.
In answer to a question, the coach said
he had picked neither team as his favorite
Tor the Browns' opponent next Sunday.
"When it gets down to this stage," he
said, "you know that any team that wins the
Western Conference is going to be tough. In
a situation like this, regardless of which team

you play you usually wish you had the other
team before it is over with."
The Browns players, meanwhile, watched
the game on television and here is how some
of them view the upcoming title game with
the Packers:
Fullback Jim Brown — "I was thinking
about our running attack as I watched. It
may be well for us to work on some more
straight ahead stuff. At least I want to talk
to Blanton about it."
Quarterback Frank Ryan — "They both
seemed very strong defensively and kept mistakes at a minimum."
Defensive tackle Dick Modzelewski —
"Every game is tough. We have confidence,
even more than last year. We've all been
together for two years. We feel we can get
the job done, "
Defensive back Bernie Parrish — "From
a psychological viewpoint I personally prefer
to play Green Bay. The Colts have had to
change their offense a great deal. A team
like that can cause a lot of trouble the first
time you meet it. Those rollouts can help
cool off a big rush."

UPSIDE DOWN FOR COLTS . . . Pass to
Packers ' flanker Bob Long (80 ) fails in second quarter, but it certainly upset defending
back Jerry Logan (20) of Baltimore Colts
in playoff game at Green Bay Sunday. Action

in defending against pass was among more
topsy-turvy sights for spectators in western
division. National Football League playoff
won by Green Bay, 13-10, in overtime. (AP
Photofax )

Colts Sunday. He caught a pass that took
Packers to the one-yard line — but there the
drive stopped short of a touchdown. The Packers finally won in overtime, 13-10. (AP Phototax)

NO DOUBTS

Packer
Statistics

and Herb Travenio failed on
field goal attempts of 35 and 31
yards.

and set up Chandler's boot:
"I ran a turn-out pattern
against all - NFL defender
Bobby Boyd. I gave him an
inside fake and then turned
out ."
Zeke Bratkowski , who replaced the injured Bart
Starr at quarterback after
the Packers' first play of
the game and completed 22
of 39 passes for 248 yards :
"They blitzed quite a bit
and I was trying to hit blitz
type passes. Billy Anderson
(Packers ' tight end) did a
tremendous job of getting
open."
Anderson , who led all receivers with eight catches
for 78 yards, describing his
tumble that Baltimore grabbed for a touchdown on the
Packers' first play after he
c might a 10-yard pass from
Starr:
"I don't remember much.
I know I got kicked in the
head out there."

BALTIMORI
7 1 0 • ?-.OR GEN BAY
0 * 7 1 J-13
Ball—SMnnlck (IS, Himbl* r««v«ry),
fAT-MlchMla (Kick).
Bait—l*Oi MIchMli (11).
OB—Harnun-g (I, run) , PAT—Chj rdler
(¦KICK).
OB—POi Ciitndltr <»).
OB-FOi CtundUr (IS).
At-tindanct—10,414,

Bratkowski
Is Finally
With King
GREEN BAY, Wis. W>- Three
battle - buffeted veterans, one
a reserve and two castoffs, had
their day of vindication with
the Green Bay Packers Sunday.
"We must have been the two
most excited old men in the
country today," said 31-year-old
kicker Don Chandler to 34-yearold Packer quarterback Zeke
Bratkowski.
Chandler booted a 25-yard
field goal that brought a 13-10
overtime victory over the Baltimore Colts in the National Football League's Western Conference playoff,
Bratkowski , who came in on
the second play of the game for
the injured Bart Starr, passed
for 248 yards in engineering his
fourth — and biggest — victory
for the Packers in a relief role
this year.
"This ia my 10th year in pro
ball , but I've never been with a
winner before," said a subdued
Bratkowski.
THE JACKPOT

ROME (ffl - Two players In
Italy 's state Totocalcio soccer
pool guessed all 13 games Sunday right and won $192,000
each on tickets that cost 24
cents.

gave Green Bay a 13-10 sudden
death victory in the playoff for
the NFL's Western Conference
crown.
"I can 't get dressed," said
Hornung, battered by the skyhigh Colts defense, out to win a
conference title for a team with
a running back at quarterback.
Hornung 's ribs ached, and so
did his knee and wrist. He spoke
and breathed with difficulty and
held his head stiffly to one side.
Starr appeared to be only
slightly better off. He had to be
assisted from the field after the
very first play from scrimmage
when he rammed at full speed
into a Colt blocker in trying to
stop Don Shinnick's 25 - yard
touchdown ramble with a recovered fumble.
Starr refused to discuss his
injury, but his ribs were
swathed in tape and he moved
rigidly.
"I'm pretty sore," he admitted.
End Boyd Dowler was aho
hurt, aggravating a chronic ankle injury. Tight end Bill Anderson, who made seven mora
catches after his first-play bobble that allowed the Colts' only
touchdown, was so groggy that
he couldn't remember game
details.
"This was the roughest game
I've ever heen in," said Packer
defensive hack Herb Adderley.
The game was a savage defensive struggle.
The Colts, with Tom Matte at
quarterback because of injuries
to John Unitas and Gary Cuozzo, needed to get defense-induced breaks to win. "Ebey got
them, but they weren't enough
because the Packers also got
breaks.
The critical one came with
about five minutes gone in the
third period and the Packers'
trailing 1O0.
Tom Gilburg went back to
punt on fourth down with the
line of scrimmage at the Colts'
40. The pass from center Buzz
Nutter was high and Gilburg
had to leap for it, then struggle
to get the ball under control. By
tbe time he did, the Packer defenders bad swarmed in and
nailed him at the 35.
Zeke Bratkowski, who completed 22 of 39 passes for 248
yards after replacing Starr,
threw to Carroll Dale who made
a diving catch at the one. Hornung, who was sidelined a quarter later, went in from there.
The Packers tied It on Chandler's first field goal—a 22-yarder with only 1:58 left to play in
tbe game. A 15-yard penalty
against the Colts aided the tying
drive .
Still another break came in
tbe extra period after runs by
Matte moved the ball into field
goal position with eight minutes
gone in the overtime,
Lou Michaels, who had kicked
a 15-yarder in the second period, tried a field goal from the
47. This time the ball from center was low. There was a splitsecond delay in teeing the ball
and the kick was short.
The Colts, who will now go to
an NFL playoff bowl meeting
with Dallas in Miami, Fla., Jan.
9, were held by the Packers to
143 yards rushing and only 32
passing. Baltimore got nine first
downs. Green Bay netted 250
yards in the air, 362 yards overall and 23 first downs.
The Colts stayed ln the gam*
with the help of Shinnick 's
touchdown , pass interceptions
by Bob Boyd and Jerry Logan
that nipped Green Bay drives,
and a goal line stand that
stopped the Packers' on the ono
on three straight running plays
in the first half.
The Packers defeated the
Colts twice in the regular season which both teams finished
with identical 10-3-1 records.
The deadlock had forced the
conference playoff , the first in
the NFL since 1958 when the
New . York Giants defeated
Cleveland 10-0 and then went on
to meet the Colts In the championship game.

Top Basketball Test Scheduled: Vanderb ilt vs. Syrac use

B> THE ANvSOOlATKI) I'HKSS
V-inderbilt and Syracuse, two
u nbeaten teams with national
cli.impionshl j) aspirations , clash
in one of (lie top games thi*.
week in college basketball.
By the luck ot the draw the
Commodores fro>m the Soullir-a-stern Conference and the Orantf-men . a leading Kantcm
independent , are pitted against
'• .-leli oilier Tuesday nighl in the
completion of Uie first round ot
(fie I/M . Angeles Clausic, one of
the numerous holiday tournaments flcheduled throughout th«

nntion this week in every --section.

The Vnndy-Orange meeting
also brings (ogelher two of Ihe
season 's outstanding players ,
Clyde I A'V of ViimierbiK and
Dave Bing of Syracuse.
I AHS has led Vumly to eight
straigh t victoria over Wittenberg . Tennessee , North Carolina, Wake Forest, Army, Western Kentucky, IK'I , Santa Barbum , and Northwestern.
Hing has .sparked the Orange
lo seven in a row witli conquests
of Huffalo Slate , Buffalo U„

Cornell, Kent State, Bowling
Green , Penn State and Connecticut.
Vandy 's victory over Western
Kentucky knocked the Hilltoppers out of the unbeatens. Syracuse's triumph over Penn State
similarly toppled the Nittany
Lions from the perfect group.
Tbe I<os Angeles Classic actually gets underway tonight
with St. John s of New York
fallen out of The Associated
Press Top Ten with a 4 _i record,
Kitted against Louisiana State,
orthwestern plays Southern

California in the final first
round game Tuesday following
the VanderblU-Syracuse clash.
Nine other major holiday
tournaments start today. By ths
end of the week 21 major college affairs and numerous nontournament games will have
teen played .
Included in the latter category
are the two games Involving the
Duke Blue Devils, the No, 1
team in The Associated Press
poll. The Blue Devils, 7-1 to
date, meet Notre Dame at
Greensboro, N.C , Friday night

and Wake Forest at Greensboro
Saturday night.
NYU plays Providence and
Colorado State U. tangles with
Boston College tonight in the
Holiday Festival at New York
after an afternoon twin bill pairing Illinois against Georgetown,
D.C , and Army against villanova.
An afternoon doublcheader.
Temple vs. St. Bonaventure and
LaSulle vs. Brigham Young,
gots the Quaker City Classic
under way at Philadelphia. Cornell meeta Minnesota and St.

Joseph's, Pa., takes on Niagara
tonight to finish the first round.
All-America Cazzle Russell
and the Michigan Wolverines,
whipped last week by Duke and
Butler, go against Arizona State
tonight in the Far Wost Classic
at Portland, Ore. , where Oregon
State plays the Air Force In another first round game.
Other f irst round pairings tonight : Georgia Tech vs. Louisville and Boston Universitv vs,
Miami , Fla. in the Hurricane
Classic at Miami, Fla.; Oklahoma State vs. Oklahoma and

Missouri vs. Nebraska in the
Big Eight at Kansas City., Mo. ;
Eastern Kentuck y vs, William
and Mary and Harvard vs. Detroit in the Wotor City Cl assic at
Detroit; Rhode Island vs, Wyoming nnd Bowling Green vs.
Oklahoma City in the All-College at Oklahoma City,, Okla.,
Pepperdine vs, U. of Pacific
and Santa Clara vs, San Francisco in the WCAC at San J ose ,
Calif. , and Michigan State vs.
Hawaii Marines and St. Louis
vs . Tennessee in the Rainbow
Classic at Honolulu.

BLUE-GREY

Did Atlanta
Pick Winner
In Johnson?

HADL TRAPPED . . . Quarterback John
Hadl (21) , leading passer of tbe American
Football League, is trapped by the Buffalo
Bills in San Diego Sunday during the Bills

23-0 rout of the Chargers in the championship
game. Tom Sestak (70) dives over Ernie Park
of the Chargers to get his hands on Hadl. (AP
Photofax:)

FOR PLAYER TALENT

Bowl Games Will
Trigger Warfare?
o

J.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It's front and center this week
for the traditional year-end bowl
games that bring the college
football season to a close and
figure to lif t the bidding between the two professional
leagues for standout talent to
break-the-bank proportions.
The bidding may reach an
unprecedented level right at the
start Friday when Texas Tech's
Donny Anderson finishes his
college career in the Gator Bowl
game against Georgia Tech at
Jacksonville, Fla.
The Gator Bowl game triggers tbe weekend action that
also includes the Sun Bowl and
the East-West games on Friday
and concludes witli the Big Four
on Saturday — the Hose, Cotton,
Sugar and Orange bowl classics.
Some one dozen high draft
choices figure to be signed at
the end of the games and, if you
can believe some of the prices
being mentioned, Anderson may
lead the collection of six-figure
signees with a contract in the
neighborhood of $800,000.
"It is not beyond the realm of
possibility that Anderson will
receive $800,000," says owner

Bud Adams of the American
Football League's Houston Oilers, bidding against the National League's Green Bay Packers
for Anderson's services.
Also mentioned at a prospect

in the $500,000 or above range is
Missouri's standout back, Johnny Roland, up for grabs between
the NFL's St. Louis Cardinals
and the New York Jets of the
AFL.
Here's a current scorecard on
the top signed players and the
contracts they reportedly received:
1. Texas linebacker Tommy
Nobis, $700,000 from Atlanta,
NFL.
2. Illinois fullback Jim Grabowski, $625,000, Green Bay,
NFL.
3. Kentucky quarterback Rick
Norton, $350,000, Miami, AFL.
4. Oklahoma linebacker Carl
McAdams, $325,000, New York,
AFL.
5. Kentucky halfback Rodgei
Bird, $800,000, Oakland, AFL.
€. Michigan tackle Bill Yearby, $250,000, New York, AFL.
7. Tennessee l i n e b a c ke r
Frank Emanuel, $200,000, Miami, AFL.

. .

.

- :

Beside* Anderson and Roland,
those other top draft choices
remain to be signed after this
week's bowl games — Missouri
tackles Francis Peay and Butch
Allison, Florida guard Larry
Gagner and tackle Randy Jackson, Nebraska tackle Walt
Barnes and end Freeman White,
Michigan State tackle Hal
Lucas, Arkansas halfback Jim
Lindsay and LSU tackle George
Rice.
They'll be lining up this way
on the bowl schedule:
Gator Bowl at Jacksonville —
Georgia Tech, 6-3-1, vs. Texas
Tech, 8-2.
Sun Bowl at El Paso, Tex. —
Texas Western, 7-3, vs. TCU, «4.
Shrine Game at San Francisco — East-West all-star teams.
Rose Bowl at Pasadena, Calif.
— Michigan State, 10-fl, vs.
UCLA, 7-2-1.
Cotton Bowl at Dallas, Tex. —
Arkansas, 104), vs. LSU, 7-3.
Sugar Bowl at New Orleans,
La. — Missouri, 7-2, vs. Florida,
7-3.
Orange Bowl at Miami, Fla.
— Nebraska, 10-0, vs. Alabama,
8-1-1.

76ers Find Win Formula:
Playermaker Chamberlain
NBA
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SATURDAY'S RISULTI
Cincinnati 111, San F unclico Ul.
St. Louli 131, Ntwv York HI.
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New Yark at Cincinnati.
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TUESDAY'S OAMBS
¦••ten at PNIIacMphlt.
LM Armalu at St. Uuli,
San Pranclic* vt. Dttrsit at T*IMa.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Philadelphia 76ers are
getting much needed help from
their newest playermaker —
Wilt Chamberlain.
Chamberlain, who has been
displaying his versatility by
moving into the No. 10 spot
among the National Basketball
Association's assists leaders

Houston Owner
Claims He Has
ST. PAUL (AP)-The first St.
Paul Collegiate Hockey Tourna- Offered $650,000
ment starting Tuesday finds the

Sioux Favored
In Puck Meet

North Dakota Sioux in n favorite role after its 5-1 showing in
the West*™ Collegiate loop.
North Dakota takes on Colorado College in the first round
of the tourney, to be played in
the St. Paul Auditorium , with
the Minnesot a Gophers meeting
Colgate.
• Losers of the Tuesday evening games meet for the consolation title Wednesday at 7 p.m. ,
to be followed by the championship clash between Tuesday 's
winners.
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HOUSTON, Tex. MP) - Outspoken Bud Adamas, ownec of
the Houston Oilers, says has has
already offered more than $65©,000 to Texas Tech's Donny Anderson, a first - round draft
choice of both the Oilers and
the Green Bay Packers ,
In rapid - fire comments ,
Adams said:
-The bidding for Anderson,
an All-America halfback the last
two years, might go as high as
$800,000.
—The Pack ers probably paid
$825 ,000 or more to sign AllAmerica fullback Jim Grabowski of Illinois.
—The Packers' Coach Vince
Lombard! had told Anderson
that Green Bey would trade veteran standouts Jim Taylor and
Paul Hornung if both he and
Grabowski were signed.
Just as quickly. Lombard!
fired back. "Whatever stato*
ments Adams gave out are completely unfounded.
As for any trada el Taylor
and Hornung, Lombard! replied,
"Adams has enough trouble running Mi own tsam without tryIng to run anybody else's,"

this season, continued in his
new role Sunday night as he led
the 76ers to a 121-107 victory
over San Francisco.

Chamberlain scored S3 points,
pulled down 17 rebounds,
blocked 16 shots and offi cially
received credit for eight assists.
The victory kept the thirdplace 76ers one-half game behind Cincinnati in the Eastern
Division race.
The Royals downed St. Louis
117-115 on Oscar Robertson's
last-second shot. First-place
Boston rode Sam Jones' hotshooting to a 120-99 victory over
Baltimore in the only other
game scheduled,
Chamberlain, a virtual oneman gang, got just enough assistance from Chet Walker and
BUI Cunningham. Walker scored
13 points in the first quarter and
Cunningham, who wound up
with 19, led the 7frers In the
third period when San Francisco threatened.

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)
— The Atlanta Falcons apparently came up with a winner
when they dipped into the smallcollege ranks and picked quarterback Randy Johnson of Texas A&I as their second choice in
the National Football League
draft.
Playing against major college
rivals for the first time, Johnson
shattered three passing records
Saturday when he led the South
to a 23-19 conquest of the North
in the annual Blue-Gray game.
The 6-foot-4 senior, admittedly
awed by the speed and ability of
the North team, passed like a
professional and engineered two
fourth-quarter scores that wiped
out a 19-8 North lead,
Johnson wound up with 20
completions in 33 passes for 30«
yards. He tossed two touchdown
strikes, scored one himself on a
plunge and passed for a twopoint conversion.
Although he was named Little
All-America quarterback, Johnson was almost unknown nationally until he was-drafted by tbe
Falcons.
Johnson's passing overshadowed the running of Willard
Sander of Ohio State, voted the
top offensive player for the
North after he gained 77 yards
rushing. Top defensive player
for the North was Bob Biggies,
Penn State halfback who set up
two Blue touchdowns by intercepting a pass and recovering a
fumble.

NOR TH-SOUTH

Miami Gels
First Peek
At Twilley

MIAMI , Fla. 71« — Howard
Twilley got his first taste of the
Orange Bowl Saturday and
Miamians got their first look at
one of their prize pro football
packages.
Twilley grabbed only four
passes for 69 yards but one was
a diving catch of a 30-yarder
that brought the South within
striking distance of its tying
touchdown en route to a 21-14
victory over the North.
Twilley has been signed by
the Miami Dolphins of the
American Football League.
He made some slick moves
Saturday in the face of defensive harassment that stripped
bim of his classic square-cut
pattern.
South defensive players found
the no-blitzing rule a bother.
"With so short a time to pnt
offensive plays in , blitzing
might be too much," South
Coach Glenn Dobbs said. "'It
does place a limitation on the
defense, although this year the
defensive teams didn 't seem to
need much help."
EMERSON LEADS
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) Boy Emerson, flashing the form
that made him the most feared
amateur in the tennis world,
disposed of Spain's young Juan
Gisbert 6-3, 6-2, 6-2 Monday, and
sent Australia to a 2-0 lead in
the Davis Cup Challenge Round.

Winona Teams Schedule
Holiday Basketball Action

By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sports Editor
Winona 's basketball quartet , ofter observing the Christmas holiday, now turn their attentions to competition that
looms ahead this week .
Three of our four teams wil! be working in holiday tournament competition, while Winona High will use a nonconference game at La Crosse Central Thursday as its
mid-vacation exercise.
One activity is set for the home front , that the alwayssuccessful Cotter Invitational Holiday tournament , which
will feature two new teams .
The tournament begins at the plush St. Mary 's College
field house Tuesday evening and concludes with a two-game
program Wednesday.
John Nett 's Cotter Ramblers get the stiffest test of
opening night when they tackle Eau. Claire Regis, the promeet favorite , at 7 p.m, Tuesday.
Regis, at 6-1, owns the best record of the four entered
teams and also someone who promises to be one of tho
tournament's individual stars. Don Fischer is the Ramblers'
6-6 junior center and their leading scorer.
Tuesday's nightcap — scheduled for 9 o 'clock — will send
a small, but quick, La Crosse Aquinas team (4-4) against
St. Paul Hill.
Cotter (last year 's runnerup) and Hill are returnees, the
two Wisconsin school are newcomers.
Both St. Mary 's and Winona State will compete in col-
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AQUINAS' BRUHA CONFIDENT
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By BOB JUNGHANS
Daily News Sports Writer
Height is a nice commodity to have in present day
basketball — in fact it's almost a necessity.
But there are ways to
make up for it if you don't
have it. And according to
La Crosse Aquinas coach
Dave Bruha, it's speed.
Bruha, whose team has
posted a 4-4 season mark
to date, will bring a group
of speed merchants to St.
Mary's gymnasium Tuesday
and Wednesday to compete
in the Cotter High School
Holiday Invitational basketball tournament.
And according to the
coach, "We should have as
good a chance as anyone to
win it."
The 4-3 mark held by the
Blugolds is a trifle misleading. Bruha's boys got off to

a rocky start, losing to Austin Pacelli, Wisconsin Rapids Assumption and Marshfield Columbus in three of
their first four games.
Since then the Blugolds have
won three of four, losing
only to cross-town foe La
Crosse Central Thursday
night.
"WTien we run into- someone
with size, we're in trouble,"
admitted Bruha, "but we're
fast and we're gonna run. "
En fact Bruha is going
to make some changes in
his starting lineup to add
even more speed for the
Blugolds' first tournament
game against St. Paul Hill
Tuesday at 9 p.m .
Only 6-0 forward Mike
Limberg and 5-10 junior
guard Pat Callahan will
keep their starting berths.
Newcomers to the starting
five will be 6-2 center John
Topinka, 5-9 John Pincsak

Two Holiday
Meets to Open

Two holiday basketball tournaments, one of them with highly regarded Arkansaw as a participant, will kick off the
week-long holiday high school
cage activity tonight.
Arkansaw, powerful member
of the West Central Conference,
takes on Rollingstone Holy Trinity at Wabasha in the inaugural
of the St. Felix holiday affair.
St. Felix plays Pepin in the
nightcap.
The other meet which opens
tonight is at Pine Island where
Byron and Elgin meet in the
opener and Mazeppa end host

Robertson missed a shot with
five seconds left against the
Hawks, then got the ball back
after Jerry Lucas' tip-in failed
and sank the winn ing basket,
Robertson finished w i t h 37
Saints , and Lucas scored 24. Sill
ridges topped St. Louis with
21.
Jones scored 12 points in tho
last five minutes of the second
period as the Celtics built a 6356 halftime lead , then came off
the bench and hit two free
throws and a basket in the
fourth period after the Bul leU
had closed to within 90-88.

Pine Island vie in the nightcap,
A FLURRY of activity is slated
for Tuesday night with five
more tournaments opening and
the two above-mentioned meets
winding up.
Tbe real big one is at KassonMantorville where the eighthranked KoMets will get some
rugged competition.
In the opener Grand Meadow ,
Southland Conference leader
with a 4-1 record, meets West
Concord (2-3) , while K-M takes
on twice-beaten Stewartville in
nightcap. The game is a Hiawatha Valley Conference contest.
Wabasha holds the favorite
tag in the Plainvie-w Yule season affair. The unbeaten Indians
meet Lewiston Tuesday night
while Plainview and St. Charles
clash ln another Hiawatha Valley contest .
AT MABEL, unbeaten Preston
gets a stiff test in its game
against Rushford, and Lanesboro
tackles Mabel in the nightcap. Goodhue and Cannon Falls
will be competing at Milan ,
while Alma , INO . 1 ranked, plays
Independence on its home court.
Arcadia , where the* second half
of the tournament will be played
Wednesday night, meets Cochrai»e-Fountain City in the other
game.
Two o t h e r nonconference
games highly Important to area
teams also take place, Harmony
flexes its muscles against North
St . Paul at Harmony, while Kenyon takes on Rig Nine foe Faribault.

:
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Big 10 Teams
Eye Busy Week,
But 5 in Tourneys

Height Is Nice ,
Not Whole Game

Guy -Rodgers was high man
for the Warriors with 31 points,

Jones scored a game high 3*
points, Bailey Howell and Johnny Green shared honors for Baltimore with 18 each.
In Saturday 's games, Boston
whipped Baltimore 113-99, Lea
Angeles defeated Detroit 11B108, St. Louis crushed New York
131-111 , and Cincinnati beat San
Francisco 119-113.

legiate tournaments.
Bob Campbell's Warriors, who have compiled a S-5 record, play in the Carroll College Holiday tournament, Waukesha, Wis., Tuesday and Wednesday.
The Statesmen, who have finished third and second ia
two years of competition in the traveling tournament, tacm
Beloit in the tournament opener at 7 p.m. Tuesday. Carleton
and Carroll complete the fi rst-round in a nine o'clock nightcap.
The championshi p and consolation games are scheduled
for Wednesday.
Ken Wiltgen's Redmen travel to St. Ambrose , Iowa, for
a tournament Wednesday and Thursday.
St. Mary 's (3-2) will run into Simpson, Iowa, Colleg-e
Wednesday at 9 o'lock. The opener sends St. .Ambrose
against Augustana of Rock Island , 111.
St. Mary's last year won the Fremont. N"eb., tournament.
The Cotter tournament was won by Minneapolis De La Salle in
a 54-52 squeaker over the host Ramblers.
A vear ago, Winona State was beaten 72-B7 in the championship game by Beloit.
Beloit, in fact , is the only team to haev beaten Winona
in two tournaments . The first year, State was beaten by
Beloit in the opening round.
While Cotter will take a 3-4 record into it's tournament,
Winona High , under the direction of John Kenney. has set
the hottest pre-Christmas pace, winning four of its five games.
La Crosse Central also is only a one-time loser, standing
6-1.

and 8-9 Mike Kamla.
That doesn't give Aquinas
much in the height department, hut according to Bruha, "Limberg has been rebounding like crazy and
Topinka can jump real well
so wft should do all right
on the boards."
But the key to the Aquinas
attack is Callahan , the classiest guard to grace an
Aquinas uniform since the
graduation of Mike Gagermeier in 1960. Callahan not
only sets the plays and
leads the teams in assists,
but he also leads in scoring
with a 22-points-per-game
average. Limberg is the
only other Bluegold in double figures with a 13.5 mark.
"I hear Hill is about our
size," commented Bruha,
"and if we play someone
our own size, -we'll beat
them."
It's as simple at that.

MiM vi. Lanatbor-a, 1:41 p.m.
MILAN TOURNAMENT—
Goodhut vs . Milan.
Cannon Filli vi. A*H>latei*
.
ALMA-ARCADI.A TOURWAMINT
at ALMA—
eocl-rat-a-Fountali- City vt. Artadla,
7 p.m.
Almi vi. Iftfapandt-ict, l.-M p.m.
OTHBR SAMCSKinyan at Faribault.
North it. P aul at Harmony.

WEDNESDAY

KASSONMANTORVILLI
TOURNAMBNT —
Contolitlon ana* diamptantlilp i«mti,
7:30 and t p.m.
PLAINVIEW TOURNAMBNTL-twIiton vs. St. Charlai.
Plalnvltw vi. WabaiKt.
MABEL TOURWAM1NT—
Comglatlon and champleriihlp ftmat.
MILAN TOURNAMiNT—
Consolation and champlomhlp flimaa,
ALMA AftCAOIA TOURWAMtMT
at ARCAOIACochrana-FtHintaln Cily vi. Indapan*
dance, 7 p.m.
Almi vt. Arctdla, t:M p.m.
OSSBO rOURMAMINT—
Dgrind vi. Elava-Strum.
Oiaao vi. "Mondovi.
MEDFORD TOURNAMENT-,
Rtd Wins va. Medfsrd.
Blooming Pralrlt vt. Wtitea.

TH U R S D A Y

OISEO TOURMAMINT—
Mondavi va. Elava-tOrum.
Oiai» vt. Durand.
MEDFORD TOURNAMENTComalitlon and champlomhlp |tmai.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Big Ten schools enter a busy
week of basketball today -with
holiday tournaments capturing
most of the attention.
All but two of tha teams ar«
spread from coast to coast la
tournament play.
Ohio State entertains Wak«
Forest Tuesday night and "West
Texas State New Year's Eve,
and Pennsylvania will meet
Wisconsin at Madison Wednesday night.
Five Big Ten squads to int©
tournament action today.
Illinois goes against Georgetown in the Holiday festival ut
New York; Micfiigan State
meets the Marine Service Team
in Honolulu; Purdue plays St.
John's of Mew York in the Log
Angeles Classic; Minnesota and
Cornell meet in the Quaker City
event in Philadelphia; and Michigan tackles Arizona State in
Portland. Ore.

Here's How
Top 10 Did
Here's how the Top Ten
teams in The Associated Press
college basketball poll did last
week, including won-lost record!
through Saturday :
1. Duke, 7-1, beat Michigan
100-98 in overtime.
2. St. Joseph's, Pa„ «-2, lost
to Brigham Young 103-83, lost to
Wyoming 99-92.
3. Michigan, 4-3, lost to Duke
100-93 in overtime, lost to Butler 79-64.
A. Vanderbilt, 8-Q, beat U. of
Calif., Santa Barbara, 91-64. be
Northwestern 59-58 .
5. Bradley, 10-0, beat Montana
87-77, beat North Dakota 83-68.
6. Minnesota, 5-1, beat Detroit
92-88, lost to Utah State S7-72.
7. Providence, 5-1, lost to
Houston 102-89.
8. Wichita, 4-2, lost to Southem Illinois 89-68. lost to Marquette 95-76.
9. Iowa , 7-0, did not play.
10. Kentucky, 7-0, beat Texai
Tech 89-73.

T O N I C . HT
WASATINNIAI. TOURNAMSNT
•t |>|NI ISLAND¦yr«n vi. Ilgln, MS p.m.
Mauppt vt . Pint itiimf, I* .I p.m,
WABASHA ST. PILIX TOURNAMBNT—
MolllngitoM Holy Trinity vt. Arkin*
uw, 7 p.m .
V.»h-*»h» 31. ptllx vt. r,p\n. Ii4)
p.m.

T V V. S D A Y

GOC.OLAK SCORES . . . Kicking specialist Pete Gogolak
kicks one of his tfiree field goals, for the Buffalo Bllto in San
Diego Sunday as the Bills beat the Chargers 23-0 for their
second American Football League championship in two years..
Daryl Lamonica holds the ball. (AP Photofnx)

WASATINNIAL TOURNAMINT
It riNI ISL/-.NDComoltllon tnl champlcniMp strati,
7:11 tnd «i4S p.m.
WABASHA ST. PILIX TOURNAMINTfte'llntitor-i Holy Trinity vi. Pipln,
7 p.m .
Wtbatht St. Felix vs. Arkanuv*, 1:41
p.m.
KA3I0N-MANTORVILL.H
T0-URNAMIMT•rtrvd Matdttw vt. Will Con<or _,
7iH p.m .
K*iM>n-Mantorvlllt vt . Stawaiivillt
(lllawattia Vallty Conla-inci »amo|,
? p.m.
riJUNVfiW TOUHNAMtNTLawliton vt. Wabaaha.
Plalnvltw vi. It. Charlai (Hlawittia
Vallty Conlarancai s *«•**•..
M*JV»«l TOURNAMINT—
Ruthlord vt. rrtil»i*, Ml p.m.
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